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Analytical Table of Con~ents.

Introductory

Statement of th~ purpose of this paper: (i) to show on what grounds
,the division within the, class of Itphilosophical" relations in Book 1, Part 3,
Section I of the Treatise and between Relations of Ideas and Matters of Fact
in Section 4 of the Fir,~t Enquiry, is made; (ii) to show that the division
in both books is a division of propositions into those which are necessary
( or, ~ priori) and tho!se which are pontingent (or, ~ posteriorj); and (i~i) to
shOw that such a priori, propositions are not also "analytic" in the sense of
being tautologous, nor are they also synthetic.

The division in the Tre?tise.

The grounds.

By distinguishing his seven "philosophical" relations into two classes,
Hume's purpose is to ma~e clear the line of demarcation between knowledge and
probabilitl (or, belief~; and to sho\~ precisely in which spheres knowledge is
possible and in which spheres it is not possible.

The four relaticims which alone 'can be the objects of knowledge' are
Resemblance, Contrariety, Degrees in any Quality, and Proportion in Quantity or
Number. These relations I refer to as Class I Relations. The remaining three
relations, Identity, reJf-ations of Time and Place, and Causation, Hume'classes
under the headi~g qf Pr~bability. These I refer to as Class II Relations.

Notice of the u$e to which Hume puts Class I Relations in subsequent
parts of the Treatise.

The way in whick'the terms "knowledge", "certaintyn, "intuition", and
"demonstration" are useq, shown.' Hume's criterion of intuitive certainty, I
refer to as the direct inspection criterion., .

The basic ground of the division between the two classes, I term the
"constant/inconstant relations" base: the qualification for membership in the
respective classes being that the relations belonging to Class I 'depend entirely
on the ideas, which we Qompare together G, these relations are 'invariable' or
'constant' 'as long as dur ideas remain the same'; the ,relations which are to

'be members of Class II are relations which 'may be changed without any change
,in the ideas', these rel~tions are 'inconstant' or 'variable'. With respect to
Class I, the relations v'ary with the "ideas"; with respect to Class II, the
relations do not vary wilth the "ideas".

Illustration of Hume's meaning with respect to'the constancy of the
relations of Class 10"

Statement of thel grounds of Class I: this class is the class of
propositions which are i~tuitive or demonstrative, the latter consisting in a
chain ~f connected intui~ions. The ground of their intuitiveness is the direct
inspection criterion; thb ground of this criterion itself is that the relations



involved in such propositions are constant; and the ground of the constancy
of the relation is the rrlake-up 61' composition of the "ideas" or terms of the
pr-oposi tion. (

If such p"roposi1+ions be: termed ~ priori (that is, necessary), then it is
to be noted that the above critp.ria a.re the grounds of such necessity.

Illustration of :Hume's meaning with respect to the inconstancy of the
relations of Class II.

Two of the relations of Class; II, those of identit~ and those of time·
and place are a case of "perception', rather than 'reasoning'. His meaning with
respect to this.

Identity, howeveir, whether numerical or qualitative, cannot be ;Ln the
same position as relations of space and time.

Propositions belonging to Class II being those propositions which are
'neither intuitively no~ demonstrabl~' certain', the question, What criterion does
Hume employ to test propositions"of this class for their lack of intuitive
certainty, discussed.

Hume's use of, v,hat I term, the conceivability criterion discussed:
examples of his employment of it; thE! two principles on which it rests.

The way in which this criterion is another way of distinguishing the
two classes of propositions, shown.

. Disc.ussion of K~mp Smith's tripartite division within the class of
"philosophical" relations: the fact that spatio-temporal relations, according
to Hume, are directly p~rceived, leads Kemp Smith to this procedure." I show
that these relations doinot wreck Hume's division, nor is there any need to set
up a third class to accommodate these~ "animals".

Discussion of Afthur Pap's discussion of Hume's dichotomy: Pap's
contention that 'Hume is caught in a dilemma' dealt with.

D. F. Pears' contention that 'the central contention of the first book
of the Treatise is ••• tnat ~ Erior~ propositions are empty' (i.e. analytic)
rejected. (This receivJs fuller discussion in my discussion of the status of
mathematical propo:;;itiorls, for Hume in the Treatise).

I The status of mathematical propositions.

In this section, my purpose is to show (i) that, for Hume, mathematical
propositions are not "aialytic", nor (ii) are they "synthetic a priori" or
"synthetic a posteriori,I" but (iii) that they are ~ priori or necessary, but
in so being, they are n<i>t aJ,so analytic, in the sense of being "tautologous".

Relations invol~ring 'proportions in quantity or number' contrasted with
the three relations whi~h 'fall mor~ properly under the province of intuition than
demonstration'.

vi



Hume's treatmenit of geometry in Part 3 (section 1 of Book 1) and in
Part 2 (of, that book) c!ontrasted wi th his treatment of algebra and arithmetic.

In view of the account of geometry, both in Part 3 and in Part 2, it
might be thought that there is a division within those relations, or propositions
involving those relations, which deal with proportions in quantity and number:
that algebraic and arit~metical propositions a,re to be distinguished in~
from geometrical propos[i.tions. I contend that there is no distinction in type
between these two sets lor propositions,. --

Discussion of A!tkinson's paper, "Hume on Mathematics": (a) while agreeing
with Atkinson that, for' Hume, geometrical propositions are not "synthetic a
posteriori", and that those of arithmetic and algebra are n'ot "analytic", I
reject Atkinson's \.,ay off showing this. (b) Atkinson's view that, for Hume,
mathematical propositio;ns are "synthetic a priori" rejected: (1)' his citations
from c. \11. Hendel and from Kemp Smith to the effect that 'Hume was sometimes tempted
to modify his view in tpe Kantian direction' examined. Hendel's contention
that 'space and time and ,our ideas of them are produced by the imagination'
criticized by W. T. Parry. Parry's eriticism tAken up by me. Kemp Smith'S
contentions that 'llume takes a non-sensationalist view of space and time' and that
the 'manner' is not an I'impression' dealt with by me. Annand's objections to

I

Hume's view of space ana time as 'compound impressions' answered. 'Annand's
objections to Hume's "coloured points" answered. (2) On the Ulconstant/inconstant
relations" base, there can be no "synthetic a priori'~ propositions. This base
ignored by Atkinson.

V The Division in the Fir~t Enquirl

The way in- whic~1 the division is made' in the Enquiry contrasted wi th
the way in which it is made in the Treatise.

The question, W~1at sort of proposi tions come under the headings of
Relations of Ideas and matters-of Fa<;!, discussed.'

llume's treatment of mathematics: the evidence reviewed and compared
wi th that of the Treati$e; Ayer's use" of the term "analytic" discussed; note
taken of Kemp Smithts use of that term; Kant's use of that term discussed;
the question, Does the ~mis5ion of the distinction between constant/inconstant
relations leave'open the possibility' that mathematical propositions are
synthetic a priori, dis~ussed. .

vii
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1
I. INTRODUCTO;RY

Hume's distinctlion, in Section I of Part 3 of Book 1 of the Treatise,

between those relations which 'depend entirely on the ideas, which we compare

together' (T.69)1 and thdse relations which 'may be changed without any change

in the ideas' (~), an& his distinction between Relations of Ideas and Matters

of Fact in Section 4 of ~he First EnquirJr2 will ~onstitute the oUbject-matter

of this enquiry.

My main purpose:, in brief outline, will be· (i) to show on that grounds

the division is made in elach of the two books; arid (ii) to show that the division

both in the Treatise .and 'in

those which are "necessarjy"

~ posteriori); and·· (iii) Ito

the First Enquiry is a division of propositions into

(or, fa priori) and those which are "contingent" (or,
1- -

show1that such.§: priori propositions are not "analytic"

in the sense of being 'tau:tologous", nor are they also synthetic. The' view that,

for Hume, all ~ priori propositions are analytic is held, for instance, by D. F.

Pears, in his. article, 'Hu~e'sEmpiricismand Modern Empiricism .. Pears writes

(p.24)3: 'The central contention of the first book of the Treatise is ••• that a

priori propositions are empty, and that any significant proposition that is not

empty must be based on experience.' And the possibility that, for Hume, mathematical'

1 All references~ to A Treat£se of Human Nature are to the page numbers
:in the Selby-Bigge edition, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888 (1960 reprint). I
refer to this as T with the page number following•.

21 use this brief appellatio:n to refer to' An Enquiry concerning Human
Understanding. All refer~nces to that work are to the sections in the Selby
Bigge edition: Hurne's Enq~iries, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1902 (second edition).
I refe"r to this as E with l the section number following.

3David Hume: A Symposium. Edited by D. F. Pears. London: MaCMillan &
Co. Ltd., 1963"
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propositions might be synlthetic a priori, is entertained, for instance, by A. Pap
I

1in Semantics and Necessar~ Truth;, and by R. F. Atkinson, in his paper,. Hume on
I I

Mathematics.
2

Such a pos's'ibility, Irraintain, is straightaway ruled out; in what
, \

way it is ruled out, it iis part of the business of this erqiry to show.

I have been unable, in the bodjr of this paper, to tal<:e account of

Farhang Zabeeh's book, ~ume: 'Precursor of Modern Empiricism3, since'it arrived

too 'late for that purpos~. Zabeeh refers (p.85) to Hume's divisions, in the

Treatise and in the First Enquiry· as the 'analytic-synthetic dichotomy'. This,

I regard as a misleading 'way of talkin.g about Hume's divisions; since, the use

of that kind of language ,and the title of the book itself, imply that Hume held

the thesis that all ~ pr~ori propositions are analytic.

Hume explicitl~ distinguishes between necess~ry propositions which

are "analytic" (in the sense of being tautologous, empty, uninformative) and those

which are not analytic in that sense. Hume's usual term for propositions of that

type is the term "identical proposition"" (In the First'Enquir;y (E.3Z), he uses

the term "tautology".)'

None" of the prqpositions which belong to Class I (in the Treatise)

and to 'Relations of Ideas' (in the Enquiry) are, for Hume, 'identical propositions'

i.e. analytic, tautologous, empty.

That he does recognize that there are such propositions, I will now show;

Ipart 1, c~ 4. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958.

2philosophical:Quarterly, 1960, VoL 10.

3The Hague: Ma~tinus Nijhoff, 1960.
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and I will also show what Ihe hasi to say about them.. References to this sort of
I
I

proposition are made aj~_.T.:50,127, 200, 248, and E.. 32. At T.50, he writes:
\
\

'In-common life 'tis estab~ished as a maxim, that the straightest way is always

the shortest; which would ibe as absurd as to say, the shortest way is always the

shortest, if our idea of a! right line was not different from that of" the shortest

way betwixt two points.' ~t.T.127, he 'writes: 'The likelihood and probability

of chances is a superior number of equal chances; and consequently. when we say

'tis likely the event will, fallon the side, which is superior, rather on the

inferior, we do no more than affirm, that where there is a superior number of

chances there is actually ~ superior, and where there is an inferior there is an

inferior; which areidentital propositions, and of no consequence .. ' At T.200, he

writes: 'As to the principie of indiviwlation; we may observe, that the view of
I

anyone object is not sufficient to convey the idea of identity. For in that

proposition, an object is the same with itself, if the idea expressed by the word,

object, were no ways disti~guished from that meant by itself; we really should mean

nothing, nor would the proposition contain a predicate and a subject, which

however are implied in this affirmation .. ' (Italics Hume's) At T.248, he writes:

' .... in saying, that the id¢a of an infinitely powerful being is connected with

that of every effect, whicN he wills, we really do no more than assert, that a

being, whose volition is connected with every effect, ·isconnected with every

effect; which is an identical proposition, and gives us no insi~ht into the nature

of this power or connldionJ' And finally at E.32, he writes: IV/hen a man says;

I have found, in all past ~nstances! such sensible -qualities conjoined with such
, I

secret powers: And when he 'says, Similar sensible qualities will always be conjoined.

with similar secret powers ,I he is not guilty of a tautology, nor are these propositions

_in any respect the same.'
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'- Hume does not ~Lold the thesis that all "§!:. priorilt propositions are

analytic. This 9 however, does not comm~t him to holding that there are

synthetic ~ prior:i;,.propoqitions. It will be seen in my discussion of the

grounds upon which a pro~osition is neicessary for Hume 9 in what way there

can be for him no synthe~ic a priori F~ropositions.. It is my contention1---- ..
that by distinguishing r~lationa into those which are constant and those

which are inconstant,' th~ possibility of such a proposition, for Hume, is

thereby ruled outo

:-- - ..
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I

II. Thei Division in the Treatise.

,

Hume, by distingtltishing, his seven "philosophical"l relations into

two classes, wants to m~e clear the line of demarcation between knowledge:,

and probabilitl (or, belief); and to show precisely in which sphere~ knowledge

is possible and in which'spheres it is not possible. All that falls short

of knowledge, he classes under the heading of probability.2 Knowledge or

'certainty, for Hume, is either intuitive or demonstrative; this latter species

of evidence consisting i~ a chain of connected intuitions. The four relations

which alone 'can be the objects of knowledge and certainty' (T.70), which

'are the foundation of science' (scientia) (T.73) are Resemblance, Contrariety,

Degrees in any Quality, 4nd P:r:oportion in Quantity or Number. These relations

I will refer to, as the ~elations which make up Class'I, or simply, Class I

Relations.

The remaining thrtee relations, namely Identity, relations of Time and

Place, and Causation come under the heading of probability. I will refer to

these as Class II Relati~ns.

Before proceeding to an enquiry into the grounds on which Class I is

distinguished from Class 'II, I shall list evidence to show to what purpose

Hume puts the relations o!f Class 1. His procedure is to show that if none of

these four relations ,is' !implied in a certain proposi tion (under examination),

IThe distinction !made by Hume, in sections 4 and 5 of Part 1 of Book 1,
between natural and philolsophical relations does not, for the present pL\rpose,
concern us, But see pp~~-55, where I have discussed this distinction.

2Cf • Locke, Essay! concerning Human Understanding (Book 4, c.15, S.2ff)
The distinction made witljin the realm of probability (T.12L~) is, for the purpose
at present, unimportant (~ide. p.26 ).

,
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or if the proposition does not involve any of these relations, then that

proposition, he conclude:$, is not intuitively certain. Thus, at T.79, where

he is discussing the proposition, 'whatever has a beginning has also a cause

of its existence', he remarks that none of his four relations are implied in

it, and concludes that 'that proposition is not. intuitively c'ertain'.· Anyone

who is of the opinion that it is,'must deny these to be the only infallible

relations, and must find 'some other relation of that kind to be implied in it .

..... '. At T.463, he mak¢s the same point: tIf you assert, that vice and virtue

consist in relations susdeptible of certainty and demonstration, you must

confine your,self to those four relations, which alone admit of that degree of

evidence ..... I (Italics Hume's). Further (T.464) he regards these four relations
,

as exhausting the conten~ of int?itiv€: or demonstrative knowledge: 'Should it
I
I

be asserted, that the se~se of. fnorality consists in the discovery of some
I

relation, distinc.t from these (tour), and that our enumerationwa~ not complete,
, I

when we comprehended all ,demonstrable relations under four general heads: To

this I know not What to neply, till some one be so good as to point out to me

this new relation..... ' ..

These relations, ,then, being t.he only relations which can be 'the objects

of knowledge and certain~yl a certainty which is either intuitive or demonstrative,

the way in which these terms are being usedhas to be made clear. The terms

"knowledge" and "certaint,y", he uses as the equivalent of each other (T.70, 71,

72); and 'all certainty arises from the comparison or ideas, and from the

discovery of such relati6ns as are unallterable' (as synonyms for 'unalterable',

he has 'invariable' (T.69) and 'constemt' (T.73» 'so long as the ideas continue

the same' (T.79). Thus, it is not his meaning that all comparisons of ideas

yield knowledge; only; four types of comparisons of ideas (those types which make

..'Tm--------- "-- ~__ __ znrr""""_ = : """" LMI\ lIiQII$"""""__='IIIlJ&!I!!!&!IIlIlllitM,:lI1J1!ll_l!fl,l\'lI_~
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up Class I) are to be regarded as yielding knowledge.

Concerning the t~rm "intuition.", he does not give any precise definition

of his use of it; he doe~, however, say something about it, by way of illustration;

three of the relations, ~hich belong to Class I, namely, Resemblance, Contrariety,

and Degrees in any Quality, ·says Hume, 'fall more properly under the province
, I

of intuition than demonstration' (T.70), since they 'are discoverable at first

sight' (ili.1.): 'When any 'objects
l ~~ each other, the resemblance·. will at

first strike the eye, or 'rather the mi.nd; and seldom requires a second examination.

The case is the same witij contrariet~, and with the degrees of any qualit~.

No one can once doubt but: existence and non-existence destroy each other, and

are perfectly incompatib]Je and contrary. And tho' it be impossible to judge

exactly of the degrees oft any quality, such as colour, .taste, heat, ·cold, when

the difference betwixt tHem is very small; yet 'tis easy to decide, that any

of them is superior or in,ferior to another, when their difference is considerable_
. . ("

And this decision we always pronounce at first sight, without any enquiry or
1

reasoning~' (~). In Ispeaking of "Iproportion in quantity or number", he

says that we 'might at on;e view observe a superiority or inferiority betwixt

any numbers or· figures; ~specially where the difference is very great and

remarkable.' But 'as to lequality or any exact proportion, we can only guess
I

at it from a single cons~deration; except in very short numb"ers, or very limited

portions of extension; w4ich are comprehended in an instant ... ' (ibid)"

1 '" .Following Hume'::I own procedure, we here make no distinctJ.on between
the terms "idea" and "obJect"_ Prior to Part 4, he uses these terms inter
changeably (Vide. for ex$nple T.69, 71, 157).
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IThe phrases he ufes to illustrate his meaning in saying that three

of the relations 'fall.. ~under the province cfintuition':' relations 'discoverable

at first sight'; the relbtion which hJO Ilideas" (or ltobjects ll ) bear to each

other· 'at first (i.e.• straightaway) strike(s) the eye, or rather the mind';

and 'decisions' concerni*g these relations 'we always pronounce at first ~ight,

without any enquiry or reasoning'; such relations we can 'observe' 'at one view';
, . .

they can be 'comprehended in an instrolt': show that Intuition, for Hume, is a

species of perception; it is a kind of seeing or observation, and as such would

be conformable to the use of the word in Latin..N. Kemp Smith terms this,

'apprehension by direct ~nspection' (]). 355)1, a relation which can be 'direc~ly

intuited' (po 351) is a telation which can be 'imm~diately apprehended'.

R. W. Church (p. 67)2 re~arks that these relations are~ 'directly perceived'.
I .

A. L.. Leroy (p. 76)3 says that I~hese relations 'se de"couvrent par perception

directe'. And in a--foot*ote to the same page remarks: ,' .... il n'y a qut~ bien

'y 1
considerer les objets presents au~ sens pour discerner leur rapport de grandeur.

C'est une perception dire!cte ...c'est une vue instant.anle .. ' Leroy, then, takes

Hume to be using "int·uit~ve certainty" in the sense of direct sense-perception,

that is, sense-perception, which admits of no doubt. From now on, I will refer
I

to this criterion of int~itive certaiIlty as the direct inspection criterion.

1The Philosophy qf David Hume., MacMillan & Co., Ltd., London..
(1941. Reprint 1964).

2 I
Hume's Theory o:t; the Understanding. George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.,

London. 1935.

3David Hume. Presses Universitaires de France, 1953.

___J ~ =_. ._~_



I now proceed td the basic ground of the division between the two

classes: I will term th:iJs the "constant/inconstant relations" base. The

qualification for membexiship in the respective classes, says Hume, is that the

relations belonging to Qlass I 'depend entirely on the ideas, which we compare

.togdher' (T.69); 'and th~t the relations which are to be members of Class II,

are relations which 'rna] be changed without any change in the ideas' (ibid).

Or, as he states it (T.~3): 'All kinds of reasoning consist in nothing but a

comparison, and a disco~ery of those relatiulle either constant or inconstant,

which two or more objectls bear to each other .. ' At T.69, he states that those

relations which belong tic Class I are relations which are 'invariable, as long as our
1

idea(s) r~main(s) the same.' At T.79, he states it thus: 'All certainty arises

from the compari'son of i~eas, and from. the discovery of such relations as are

unalterabley 60 long as ~he ideas continue the same.' (Italics mine, in both

citations). With respecit to Class I, briefly what is being maintained is this:

if the "ideas" are altered, then t.he relation is corrE!spondently altered; that

is, the relations vary wiith the "ideas". With respect to Class II: if the

relation is altered, the "ideasu are not altered; that is, the 'relation does

~ vary with the "ideas~l.

With respect to Class I, he gives one example to illustrate his meaning:

"tis from the idea of a triangle, that we discover the relation of equality,

which its three angles~ar to two right ones; and this relation is invariable,

as long as our idea remaii..nsthesame' (T.69). Thi.s sort of example would come

under the general head olf "proportion in-quantity and numberll ; and it is the

onl~ example he oflfers a~ an illustration of what he means by saying that,

in this class, the relat~ons vary with the ideas.

In order to get the general drift of what is here being maintained, I

will speak of terms, rather than "ideas'u or Uobjects". Given a term, "A"
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(say): this term"let us suppose, is ~omposite, that is, it is made up of parts

or elements, ~, a
2

•

Now, should one element be omitted, or a new element added, (say), "b",

then the term will no longer be desigziated "A". Now, Ie t us also suppose that
I '

these elements (~, a2 ) ~ave a certaiXlI relation to each other; and should the

elements be altered in a'4Y way, either by omissions or additions, not only is

the term itself no longe:t designated IliA", but the relation holding between the

elements has also been destroyed.

Le t us now take Uume' s example' of the triangle: the term "triangle II is com-

posed, let us suppos.e, of (say) two elements, namely, flthree angles", an~ fttwo

right angles", and these Itwo elements have the relation of equality to each

other. Should either one or both of these elements be' altered in any way, the

relation of equality no longer holds. For'example, should one of the elements

;be' '(say) "four angles", $d the other "two right angles~l~ that which was called

"triangle ll is no longer designated "triangle", and the former relation of

equality has also been d~stroyed. To put 'the matter in another way: anything

made up of elements IIfouri angles ll and "bm right angles U is no longer termed

"triangle" ..

This, in a very qrude form, is what Hume is saying, by saying that the

, 'relation is invariable, 'as long' as our idea remains the same'.

The other relatidns which Hume has included as members of Class I
"'

(namely, Resemblance, Degrees in quality, and· Contrariety) will now be considered.

We will begin with Resem~lance. Let us take the "proposition", 'A resembles B':

the term "A" (proceeding Ion our supposition) being comJ'osi te, is made up of

elements aI' a
2

, a
3

(say~, and the term "B" is made up of elements bI' b2, b3,

b4 (say). So again: alt~r in any way, either by omissions or additions, any

of the elements of "A" 011 "B", the term 1IIAIt· itself (or IIB") is no longer that
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term, and the relation of resemblance hoiding between A and B has been destroyed.

Similarly, for d~grees in any quality; let us take a concrete example:

A is lighter in shade thcin B. If we deepen the colour of A, beyond the saturation-

point of B, the relation I "lighter than" holding between A and B, has been

destroyed. Likewise, if'we lighten the colour of B, beyond the saturation-point

of A, the relation no lo~ger holds between A and B. And the alterations made

to A (or B) disqualify it, ~rom being designated "A" (or "B", as the case may be).

Now, concerning Gontrariety: the examples which Hume gives of this

relation, first, in the section where he lists his "philosophical tl relations

'under seven general hea4s' (Section ~j, of Part 1. T.15), are the 'ideas of

existence and non-existence'. In this section, with which we are dealing (T.70)

he again gives the same examples: 'No one can once doubt but existence and non-

existence destroy each other, and are perf~ctly incompatible and contrary'.

It becomes a lit~le difficult to see just what Hume could mean by an

'idea of existence'; and even more difficult, by an 'idea of non-existence'.

In the last section of Part II, namelJr , Section 6 (T.66-68), where he discusses

'the idea of existence, and of external existence', he argues that there is no

idea of existence 'derived from a distinct impression' (T.66) ••• ' ••• the idea of

existence •••is the very 9ame with the idea of what we conceive to be existent•••

whatever we conceive, we 'conceive to be existent. Any idea we please to form

is the idea of a'being; ci.nd the idea of a being is any idea we please to form'.

(T.66-67).
. 1

Kemp Smith (p.351) merely remarks: ' ..... Hume's reference to contrariety 5

/
/

1
~. cit.

,.

,\ I
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in the context in which ~t comes~ is extremely bewildering '_

As to what \-lould Ibe an example of contrariety in propositional form,

I am not at all clear_ Hume (T_19) sa,ys 'that 'tis possible for the same thing

both to be and not to be'i is 'the flattest of all contradictions' _ The reference

'here would seem to be to I, existence' a.nd 'non-existence', the examples which

he gives when discussing ;contrariet~e R~ F_ Atkinso~ gives as an example of

contrariety in propositiqnal form 'There cannot both be and not be X's'_

The above interprretation, which I have been attempting, is based 'on the

assumption that certain 'lproperties" t "characteristics", or "qualities" (call

them' what you will) are illessential" to a term, in the sense that, without which

the term is not the same 'term •. Any omissions or additions to the "properties"

of that term therepy di~qualifies the term from being designated~ term_

With respect to Glass I, my purpose has been to show that that class

'is the class of propositilons which are "intuitive" (or,,"demonstrative", that"is,
/

consisting ~n a chain of Iconnected intuitions)_ And the ground of this criterion

itself is that the relatilons involved in such propositions are "constant" or

"invariable" or "unalterable" and the ground of this constancy or invariableness

is the make-up or the cOll/position of the "ideas" (or, terms of the proposition).
, /' ..

If such propositilons be 'termed "a priori" (that is, "necessary"), then

to be noted that tl'j.e abovl criteria are the grounds'of such "necessity".

Hume, in the Treatise (Bbok I) t~5es the term "a priori" only twice, and both

occurrences are on the s~me page (T.2~f7); and he seems to be using it in the

":;)

Iphilosophical Q~arterl~, VoL, 10, 1960 See belo~, for my references
,and discussion of Atkinsdm's view of Hume on mathematics, (section III).
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that ' t , .,.I. • t . , .. ,1 . t. sense 0 prove a ~rbpos~ ~on a pr~or~ ~s 0 draw the conclusion

'from the mere consideration of the ideas'.

~/ith respect to Class II: the three relations which make up this class

are 'relations of time aqd.place t (T.69) or 'situations in time and place'

(T.73), identity, and ca4sation. Re1a;ions of this type are relations. which

'may be changed without 4ny change in the ideas'. (T.69); or, as he states it

i

'which depend not upon the idea, and may be absent or present even

while that remains the same',,' He also refers to such relations as being "inconstant".

(T" 73), in contras,t to tIl,ose of Class I which are "constant'" "invariable"
I "

or unalterable" (T.73, 6~, and 79 respectively).. These relations, in other

words, do ~ vary with.the "ideas"; if the relation is altered, the "ideas"

are not, correspondently~ altered. Thus, if A is three feet distant from B,

the relation 'three feet I distant , may be altered (it may be five, or seventy-five

feet, or two 'hundred mii~s, distant) without in any way (according to Hume)

A and B being altered. r.Fhat is, the alteration of the relation, (makes no

difference to A and B. 45 he states i.t (T.69): 'the relations of Eonti.guity and

distance betwixt two obj~cts may be changed merely by an alteration of their

iplace, without any change on the objec:ts themselves or on their ideas; and the

place depends on a hundred different. accidents, which cannot be foreseen by

the mind.. '
'"

With respect to the relation of identity, he says (illi): 'Two objects,

tho' perfectly resemblin~ each other, and even appearing in the same place at

different times, may be ~umerically di.fferent'. In Section 5 of Part 1, where

lie first made out his li$t of seven "philosophical" relations, he remarked that
i

lReferences to t:his term are more frequent in the First Enquir;y.
See sections below, deal~ng with that work.

OW::=,MiUS&nm LU''''''
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'this relation (of ident~ty) I here consider as applied in its strictest' sense

to constant and urichange~ble objects l "

With respect to tausation t he says (s.B.69): 'the power, by which one

object produces another, is never discoverable merely from their idea, ••• cause
/

and effect are relations~ of which we receive information from experience, and

not from any abstract reasoning or reflexion.'
. .'

By saying that tl1e relation of identity 'may be changed without any

change in the ideas (or, objects)U, his meaning seems to be that the numerical

difference bebleen an obVect, A, viewed at t
l

, and t
2

,. constitutes th~ alteration

in the relation, as Uapp~ied••• to constant and unchangeable objects'_ And this

difference, or alteratioIil of the relation does not, according to Hume, co~respondentlJ

make an alteration in th~.object_ And, by saying that the relation of cause

and effect between objects is "inconstant", or that such a relation between objects

'may be changed' ·without:any corresponding change in th~se objects, his meaning

is that two objects standing in such a relation are unaffected by that relation

in the sense that if the relation did not hold between these two objects, the$e

two objects, designated ~'cause" and "effect" respectively, would not thereby

undergo change or alteration.'

. Before we procee&, the ~uestion, What is meant by saying that there is no

'change' or. 'alteration' in the 'ideas' (or, 'objects') here has to be cleared up_

Class I was the €lass, where the relations varied with the 'ideas';

and by that was meant, that the 'ideas' or 'objects' or terms were constructed

• /
or composed in such a way that clny alteration or change in the terms disqualified

t

the term from being designated ~hat termj and since the term (or terms)' Was no

longer that term, the relation, which held between the two terms, also broke down.

Th;i.s class, howeyer, is the class where the construction or composition

of the terms, has no bearing on the relation, in the sense that, were there ?IlY

Ii..... 2&£iM£.t&i&1m ;;Z-jM.:d;b"~
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alteration in the relatibn holding between the two terms, the terms '.,.ould not

also undergo alteration.

Two of the relatiions of this class, those of identi t;y and those of time

and place, are a case of! 'perception', rather than of 'reasoning', Hume says

(T.73). 'When both the pbjects are present to the senses along with the relation,

we call~ perception rather than reasoning; nor is there in this case any

exercise of the thought, I or any action, properly speaking, but a mere passive·

admission of the impressiions thro t the organs of sensation. f (illi). By

'reasoning', he means a pomparing or comparison of two 'objects' and the discovery

of the relations 'constant' or ~inconst~nt' which they bear to each other. We

may make the comparison ~~e~ both the objects are present to the senses Ca. case

of .im:pression~), or, when neither of the two objects are present (a case. of ideas),

or, when only ~ of the! objects is present to the senses. The latter alternative

is .more properly termed I' reasoning' (or, inference) ~

Identity, howevelr', whether numerical or qualitative, cannot be in

the same position as rel~tions of space and time; since, in the case of ide'nti ty,

both terms of the relatipn ar.e ~ 'present to the senses along with the relation';

only one of the terms is! 'present to the senses', thus, it would be a case of

'reasoning,l. Yet, he s~ys (ibid) : 'we ought not to receive as reasoning any

of the observations we mby make concerning identit;y, and the relations of time

and place; since in none: of them the mind can go beyond what is immediately

present to the senses, en.ther to discover the real existence or the relations

lHume, however, ~ay be here thinking of the identity relation solely
as a case of "ideas"; bu~ why should he:'
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of qbjects. 'Tis only !cau\sation, which produces such a connexion, as to give

us assurance from the' elxistence or action of one object, :that 'twas follow'd

or preceded by any othelr other existence or action; nor can the other two relations

be ever made use of in !reasoning, except so far as they either affect or are

affected by it •••we realdlly suppose an object may' continue individually the same,
, .

tho t several times abs~nt from and present to the senses; and ascribe to it

an identity, notwithstalnding the interruption of the perception, whenever we

conclude, that if we had kept our eye or hand constantly upon it, ·it would have

conveyed an invariable land uninterrupted perception. And this conclusion beyond
I

the impressions of our ,senses can be founded only on the cOIlIlexion' of cause, and

effect; nor can we otblerwise have any security, that the object is not changed
, .

upon us, however much tlhe new object may resemble that which was formerly present to

the senses. t

Propositions beilonging to Class II are those p~opositionswhichare

'neitner intuitively nolr demonstrably certain' ( T.·79). In the case of propositions

'of Class I, the relatiqn was directly seen to hold, and the ground of this 'seeing'
,

was that the terms beiqg what they ~~ (or, being so constituted), the relation

could not but hold, an~ always hold between such terms. Thus, there was intuitive

certaintl. about the reliation's holding between the terms.

In the case of ,propositions of Class II, the relation is not tied to

the terms; with the recjult that there is no certainty about the relation's.

holding between the tenms. (Just as, if A ties his dog to the gate-post, he knows

where the dog is; he may be said to have "intuitive certaintylt concerning the----
whereabouts of his dog;: but if the dog is ~ tied to the gate-post, A has no

certainty concerning ttie animals whereabouts.)

We come now to ithe question, What criterion does Hume employ to test

propositions of this class for their lack of "intui.tive .certainty"? The "direct
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inspection cri terion" ils ruled out for the reason that tha ground of that

criterion is not appliclable (even although one of the relations or Class II are

directly perceived) si~ce it is applicable only where the relation is "constant"~

The fact that piropositions of the second class are not intuitively OI!:'

demonstrably certain isl stated in an indirect way in Section 2. Propositions

belonging to ,this class: yield, what Hume terms "probability"; in contrast to

those propositions of Cil.ass I which ;yield "knOWledge", this "knowledge" being

either intuitive or dempnstrative.

Thus, propositibns of Class II are, by implication, not intuitively

.nor demonstrably certai~, since they do> not yield knowledge. As was noted

(~pp.5,6 ), he resorts to the method of showing that, if none of the

four rel€J:tions of Class, I are implied in some proposition~nder examination,

that pr:oposition is thereby not intuitively nor demonstrably certain. Thus,

at'T.78, 79, in examini~g the proposition 'whateyer begins to exist, must have

a cause of existence', he remarks that this 'general maxim' is 'supposed to be

founded on intuition t , lput 'if we examine this maxim....we shall discover in it
,

no mark of any•••intuit~ve certaintylt. Since ~ll certainty arises from the,

comparison of ideas, and from the discovery of such relations as are unalterable,

so long as the ideas continue the same. These relations are (the relations which

make up Class 1); none q,f which are implied in this proposition•••That proposition

therefore is not intuitively certain. At least anyone, who would assert it to be

intuitively certain, mu~t deny these to be the only infallible relations, and must

find some other relatio* of that kind to be implied in i~; which it will then be

time enough to examine.'. He, then, proceeds to put forward another type of
"

argument to prove 'at o~ce, that (this) proposition is neither intuitively nor

demonstrably certain. We can never demonstrate the necessity of a cause to every

new existence, or new mddification of' existence, without showing at the same time
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the impossibility therel is, that any thing can ever begin to exist without

some productive princip~e; and where the latter proposition cannot be provided,
I

we must despair of ever, being able to prove the former.. Now that the'. lat ter

proposition is utterly ti.ncapable of a demonstrative proof, we may satisy ourselves

by considering that as all distinct ideas are separaoe from each other, and

as the ideas of cause $d effe.ct are evidently distinct, 'twill be easy for us

to conceivel any object to be non-existent this moment, and existent the next,

without conjoining to iit the distinct idea of a cause or productive principle' ..

This 'separation.. " "of the idea of a cause from that of a beginning of existence,

is plainly possible for the imagination; and consequently the actual separa,tion

of these objects is so far possible, that it implies no contradition nor absurdity.'

(T .. 79, 80. Italics mine~. The argument may be stated thus: Anything possible for

the imagination implies I no "contradiction"';. the separation of the idea of a cause

from that of a beginning of existence, is possible (they are two distinct ideas);

therefore the separation ;implies no "contradiction" .. (Modus ponen~).. Now, if

this proposition were i~tuitively certain, such a separation would imply a
\ .

"contradiction"; it does not imply a contradiction"; therefore; this proposition

is not in1;:ui tivel,y certi;l.in" (Modus ~rollens).

This criterion, which I will call the conceivability criterion, is

employed by Hume', quite. frequently in the Treatise (T .. 32,· 43, 79, 80, 86, 87, 8j,

Ill, 162, 250.. ).

The above argument is supported by two principles: (i) 'whatever (ideas)

lHume uses 'con~eive' and 'imagine' synonymously.. Other synonymous
terms or phrases are: 'form a notion 'l , 'form an idea). Vide especially T,,18., 20,
27, 28, 30 (footnote), 32, 38, 39, 41, 43, 51, 53, 54, 55, 66, 67, 72, 120, 150,
162, 186, 201, 625..

lIb _
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are different are dist:i).nguishable, 'and that whatever (ideas) are distinguishable,

are separable by the thought and the imagination' (T.18)1 and (ii) the 'evident

principle, that whatev~r we can imae,ine is possible' (T.250); or, as he stated
I

it (T.32): 'That whate'ier the m'ind clearly conceives includes the idea of Eossible
:

existence' ; and,' whatever is 'plainly possible for the imagination••• implies no

contradiction' (T.80).

Before I proceed to discuss this criterion, it is to be noted that Hume

in his discussion of 'C~ass I relations (Section 1, Part 3, 'Book i) " does not employ

the conceivability cri~erion to show that the prppositions involving the four

relations are intuitiv~ly or demonstratively certain. For that purpose he employed

what I termed the direqt inspection criterion. It is, however, employed by him
i

to show that Class II propositions are not intuitively nor demonstratively certain;

and, by implication, t~at Class I propositions ~ intuitively or demonstratively

certain. In what. way i,t is related to the constant/inconstant relations base

will subsequently be shown.

With respect to; this criterion, I shall, first, list examples of Hume's

employment of it.

At T.86, 87, wh~re he is discussing 'the inference we draw from cause

and effect', he points put that 'there is no object, which implies the existence

of any other if we consider these objects in themselves, and never look beyond

the ideas which we form: of them. Such an inference would amount to knowledge,

IHe regards it ~s also 'true <in the inverse' (that is, converse).
And at T.IO he writes: i'Whereever thl~ imagination perceives a difference among
ideas, it can easily pr~duce a separation.' At T.36: 'Everything, that is different,
is distinguishable; and, everything that is distinguishable, may be separated' by
the thought and the imagination. At T.4o: 'Whereever objects are different, they
are distinguishable and'separable by the imagination.' He also holds (T.36) that
if 'they be not different, they are not distinguishable; and if they be not dis
tinguishable, they cannbt be separated.'.
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and would imply the abSolute contradiction and impossibility of conceiving

anything different. , But as all distinct ideas are separa?le, 'tis evident

there can be no impossilbility of· that kind. When we pass from a present impression

to the idea of any objeict, we might possibly have separated the idea from the

imp,ression, and have su~stituted any other idea in its room.' (~ics mine).

At T.89, where 'he is discussing the 'pr.inciple, that instances, of which.

we have had no experienpe, must resemble those, of which we have had experience,

and that the course of lf3ature continues always uniformly the same' (Italics. Hume's),

he again points out that such· a proposition can be founded only on arguments

'derived either from knpwledge or probability.' If there were any demonstrative

arguments, says Hume, tb prove this proposition, then, it would be 'absolutely

impossible' to 'conceiv~ a change in the course of nature.' (Italics mine).

But, 'we ~ at least c~nceive a chrolge in. the course of nature; which sufficiently

.. proves, that such acha~ge is not absolutely impossible.· To form a clear idea of

anything, is an urtdeniamle argument for its possibility, and is.alone a refutation

of any' pretended demonstration against it.' (Italics mine).

At T.lll, discuqsing the opinion, held by some philosophers, that one

'might immediately infe~ the motion of one body from the impulse of another,

without having recourse to any past observation', he proceeds to give 'an easy

proof' that such a view is 'false': 'For if such an inference may be drawn merely

from the ideas of body, of motion, and of impulse, it must amount to a demonstration,

and must imply the absolute impossibility of any contrary supposition.. Every

effect, then, beside the communication of motion, implies a formal contradiction:

and 'tis impopsible not only that it can exist, but also that it can be conceived.'

(Italics mine). And since we can form t a clear and consistent idea' of an

'infinite number of••• c~nges,. which we may suppose it to undergo', then it is

to be concluded that ttie inference. is not demonstrative.
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'At T.,16l: 'Now, nothing is more evident, than that the human mind cannot

form such an idea 6f twb objects, as to conceive any connexion betwixt them,

or comprehend distinctl!y that power or efficacy, by which they are united.. Such

a connexion would amoun!t to a demonstration, and would imply the absolute

impossibility for the'one object not to follow,' or to be conceived not to follow

upon the other' ..... 'since we can /never distinctly conceive how any particular, '

power can possibly xesipe in an~ particular object, we deceive ourselves in

i
imagining we Can 'form any such :general idea' (S.B.162). (Italics mine).

As Was noted above, this criterion rests on two principles, one of

which principles is: 'Whatever (ideas) are different are distinguishable, and

whatever (ideas) are di$tinguishable are separable by the thought and the

imagination' (T.. 18); and he also holds that if the "ideas'" (or, "objects ll )

, be not different, they are not distinguishable; and if they be not distinguishable,

they cannot be separated' .. By saying that the 'ideas' are1different', it Ca.+1

be seen from the above quoted examples, that his meaning is that of a difference

in kind or a qualitative difference, not a numerical difference. The idea that

I have of this table at t
l

, and the idea that I have of it at t
2

would constitute

a difference in number.. But the idea of this table, and the idea of this chair

are ideas 'different' in kind.. ('Difference is of two kinds as opposed either to

identity or resemblance. The first is 'called a difference of number; the other

of kind.' (T.15. Italics Hume's.).

The other principle on which it rests is the 'evident principle, that

whatever we can imagine,! is possible' (T.250). Or, as he states it (T.32):

~That whatever the mind:clearlJo: conc€!ives includes the idea of possible existence,

or in other words, that 'nothing we imagine is absolutely impossible'. (Italics

Hume's). At T.. 233, he states it thus: ~i'Jhatever is clearly conceived may exist;

, I

I



and whatever is clearll'{ conceived, after any manner, may exist after the

same manner'. Thus at T.32, he says: 'We can fom the idea of a golden mountain,

and from thence conclude that such ia mountain may actually exist. We can form

no idea of a mountain without a valley, and therefore regard it as impossible'.

And an idea, which is_conceivable 'implies no contradiction' (in that idea).
I

(T.32): anything 'conceived by,the imagination••• implies no contradiction ".
'/ " ,

At T.. 29, he uses "ilTJpossible" i~nd "contradictory" as equivalent" terms. At T.43,
I

he writes: '\vhate,ver can be conceived by a clear and distinct idea necessarily
,

implies the possibility of exi"stence' and "Tis in vain to search 1'01' a

contradiction in any thing that is distinctly conceived by the mind. Did it

imply any contradiction, 'tis impossible it could ever by conceivedt.At, T.80;

anything 'plainly possible for the imagination••• impli!ils no contradicti'on nor

absurdity'. At T.8?, he writes: an inference which'amounts to knowledge (or,

in other words, any prd>position which is intuitively qr demonstrably certain)

implies "the absolute ~ontradiction and impossibility of conceiving anything

different'. And at T.$9: 'to conceive a change in the course of nature ••• suffic-

iently proves, that su¢h a change is not absolutely impossible'. And at T.lll,

he says that a demonst~ation implies 'the absolute impossibility of any contrary

supposition' • At T. 95~ discussing llwherein consists the difference betwixt

believing and disbelieting any proposition', he'remarksthat this question is

easily answered \-lith r~gard to propositions, that are proved by intuition or,

demonstration.' Since~ 'in that case, the person, who assents, not only conceives

the ideas according to the proposition, but is necessarily determined to. conceive

them ·in that particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of

other ideas. Whatever is absurd is unintelligible; nor is it possible for the

imagination to conceiv¢ anything contrary to a demonstration. But as in

reasonings ••• concerning matters of fact, this absolute necessity cannot take

-----..'---- -----,--,-----
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place, and the imagination is free to conceive both sides of the question••• t

(Italics mine).

This criterion, then, is another way of distinguishing the two classes

of propositions. With respect to Class I, or to those 'propositions that are

provided by intuition or ~emonstrationlt, one is 'necessarily determined to conceive·

(the ideas according to t~e. proposition)', that is, in that way in which they occur

in the proposition. But with respect to Class II, 'this absolute necessity cannot
r

. take place, and the imagiIimtion is free to conceive both sides of the question',

that is, both the proposition and its ()pposite.

In what way would this criterion be connected with the constant/inconstant

relations base? Class I propositions are those propositions where the relation

holding between the two terms is constant or invariable; and the ground of this

constancy of the relation is the composition ormake-up of the terms. Thus the

relation being~ to the terms, it.would be inconce~ble for the relation not

to hold. Whereas in the qase of. Class II propositions, the relation is not tied

to the terms, thus one cart conceive of the relation not holding between these terms.

The fact that spatio-ternporal relations, according to Hume, are directly
I .

perceived, leads Kemp Smith t~ m~ke a tripartite division within Hume's seven

relations. I am now going to show that these relations do not wreck Hume's divisions,.

nor is there any need to set up .a third class to accommodate these "animals".

Kemp Smith writes (p.355)1: 'These relations stand by themselves; they cannot be

made to fit into either the first or the second group of relations .... they agree with
I..

the relations of the first group and differ from the relations of identity and

1op. cit.

__ 1 .......................... ..._...__••
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causation, in that they Gan be apprehended with complete immediacy and certainty

••• These relations of time and place ••• fall midway between Hume's two classes.

They share in the character of knowledge, in that· they are apprehended by direct

inspection, and therefore with a certainty which does not permit of doubt.. Yet

that of which we have this

- T&GIZLi4;n;?Mblfil!l!l~lOl3b'lM!."k, "1lF!~.~.ISIt.J.i:..",.tiCitWI!!WIl~
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certainty is, like identity and causality, merely matter of fact, i.e. something

the opposite of which is alwa.ys conceivable.'. He proceeds (pp.356,357) to show

that 'corresponding to ... three types of awa.reness, Hurne would ...have distinguished

three classes of relations.'. And these three 'modes' or 'types' of awareness,

. are: 'first the immediate awareness through which we apprehend' all perceptions,

whether passions, sense-perceptions or ideas --a mode of awareness which,he accepts

as being infallible, and as therefore yielding its ow~ type of de facto certainty

and assurance: second.JJ.y, the mode of awareness througl1 vlhich, in reflective

thinking, we obtain knowledge in the strictest sense of the term the

propositions which corlcern ·content••• and the opposites of which are inconceivable:
/

and thirdly; the mode ,of awareness which he eriti tIes belief••• '.

The class of rellations which correspond to the first mode of awareness

becomes the classintol which Kemp Smith puts the relations of time and place.

Now, what Kemp Smith, i,s, in effect, saying is this: spatio-temporal relations

are "intuitively certain", becaus.e 'they are apprehended by direct inspection';

and, because they are ~ apprehended, they~ belong to Class I of Hume's

division. But. when Klemp Smith goes on to say that this "certainty" which

they do have is 'mereily matter of fact, Le. something the opposite of which

. is always conceivable",l he is saying that these relations~ belong to Class II.

I
I

"

I

I
I

First, it is to be noted that Kemp Smith uses the term ,. '!certainty" both in

connection with Class I and Class II, though the certainty belonging to Class II,

is .'merely matter of fiact'. Hume would not use the term '~certainty'as such,

in connection with Cl~ss II at all; he restricts the term to the relations of

. lWhat I termed the conceivabili~criterion.
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1
Class I _ But, aside from all this, it would seem, according to Kemp Smith,

that in one respect, th~se relations belong to Class I, and in another respect,

they belong to Class II.. But these relations exhibit this kind of behavior
(

only by virtue of the application of two types of criteria to them; and also

by ignoring the base on which the di,stinction between the two classes i's grounded.

Let us see what is the import of these two criteria; and the way in which the

basic ground of the distinction is bound up y,rith them. First, the conceivability

criterion: A proposition, on this criterion, according to Kemp Smith, would be

one 'the opposite of which is always conceivable'; and propositions of this kind

belong to Class II. And, by implication, a proposition the 'opposite' of which

is inconceivable, would belong to Class I. And the ground of the inconceivability

of the opposites of propositions of Class I would be that the relation holding

between the terms is constant, ~r unalterable, 'so long as (the ideas) remain

the same' (T.69). -And the ground of the conceivability of the opposites of

propositions of Class I~. would be that the relation holding between the terms

is inconstant, or varialble. Thus, on this criterion, relations of space and

time, being inconstant, belong to Class II; they cannot belong to Class I.

But Kemp Smith's reason for saying that these relations 'agree with the relations

of the first group (Class I), is that they are 'apprehended by direct inspection',

thus intuitive. But we need here only ask, What is the ground of this

"intuitiveness" of propositions, to see that these relations cannot belong to
,

Class I, on this criterion either. The ground of the intuitiveness of propositions

lHume (T.l24) diGtinguishes 'human reason into three kinds, viz. that from
knowledge, from proofs,and fr6m probabilities'; but although 'proofs' are
'entirely free from doubt and uncertainty', nevertheless, certainty or knOWledge
(in Hume' s strict sense) belongs onll: to Class ToO
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But the ground of this criterion

itself is that the relations involved in such propositions are constant or invariable

or unaltera~; and the ground of this constancy or invariableness is the make-up

or the composition of the"ideas" or terms of the proposition. The basic ground

of the distinction between the two classes is that some relations are constant,
;'

others are inconstant; not that $~me relations can 'be directly perceiv~d, others
--- f •

I
not. And, since reiations' of time and place are .'such as may be c.hanged without

any change in the ideas' (T~ 69), thus, inconstant, thus belonging to Class II,

there is no need to create a special class for them. .They belong in the very class

into \.,hich i:rume has put them. The fundamental ground. of the distinction bet\.,reen

the two classes is the distinction between those relations which are constant and

those which are inconstant:. And the fact that these relations are inconstant

disqualifies them from membership in the class where the relations are constant.

Being able to directly perceive the relation is not what distinguishes the two

classes ..

In the case of CtLass I, although we directly perceive that the relation

·of resemblance holds between· A and B, Wle also see that t·hat relation does al\·rays·

hold so long as A is as it !:::' and so long as B is as it is.

In the case of Class II, the spatial relation holding between A and B

is directly perceived, but we do ~ al~ see that this particular relation

(of three feet (say)) does'always hold, since the relation is not tied to the

terms, in the sense that it is by virtul~ of the terms that that relation holds.

_______-"...1.-. _
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This distinctioIf~ made by Hume, between relations which 'depend entirely

on the ideas' and relations which 'may be changed without ciny change in the ideas',

'is often said to be the distinction between "internal" and "external" relations.

I
A. Pap (p.73) says: 'What Hume meant by saying that the relation of

equality "depends solely \ilpon ideas" is probably .... that the equality bf 4 and

2+2 follows from the meanings of the terms "4" and "2+2" alone; while, on the.

other hand, the truth of the judgment of spatial distance cannot be established

by merely reflecting on t1b.e meanings of "body A" and "body B". Suppose we call

relations of the former kind, following a well known philosophical terminology,

internal, and relations of the latter kind external. \I/e may then construct a

general definition of this distinction" without depa,rting appreciably from the
I •

framework of Hume's termi~ology, as follows: R is an internal relation = a

proposition of the form ~ is, if true, necessary, and.if false, impossible.

R is an externat relation = a proposition of the form xRy is contingent,
. .

i.e. if true it is nonetheless logically possible that it should be false, and

if false it is nonetheless logically possible that it should be true.

To illustrate, the denial of "2+2 = 411 can be ·shown to entail the

contradiction "4 I- 4", anca hence one who denied this statement would attach an

unusual r,neaning either to the term "4" or to the 'term "2+211 • On the other hand,

Hume would say that if a house A stands in fact at a distance of one mile from

house B, we couldneverth~less conceive that this spatial .relation between the

same objects were different, i.e. without "changing our ideasu of the terms we

1Semantics and ~ecessary Truth. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958.
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/

could suppose that their relation were different.' (Itali~s Pap's).

Pap's aim is to, show (i) that if Hume' s diviaon is made in term$ of

analytic and synthetic propositions, then the division goes to wreck; and (ii)
}

that the division is one between "necessary" and "contingent" propositions. I

shall begin with the first of Pap's aims.

On the two pages immediately preceding page 73, Pap deals with Reichenbach's

.contention((in The Rise o~ Scientific Philosoph;y: (1951, p.86}) that Hume is
I

maintaining the thesis 'tqat all knowledge is either analytic or derived from

experience'. Pap understands Reichenbach to be using the term "analytictl in the

sense of self-explanatory. He then proceeds to take the term i1self-explanatorylt in

the sense of'self-evident'~, with disastrous results for Reichenbach's interpretation

of Hume. Pap now, still wbrking on the analytic/synthetic assumption, proceeds

to show that relations whiich depend 'solely upon ideas' may be taken in the sense

of 'following from the mea~ings of the terms' involved in the propositional form

xRy. He next proceeds to take the term Itmeanings" in the sense of tldescriptions",

and shows that depending on how we describe A and B (say), the propositional forro

.xRy may, depending on the substitutions, yield either an "analytic" or "contingent"

statement.. He continues: "Hume might reply that when he spoke of our "ideas of the·

objects (judged to be rela~ed in a certain way)lt, he meant the:'meanings of des-

criptions in terms of intr1nsic properties only' (p.74).. He now goes on to show

that 'the stipulation••• that only intrinsic descriptions may be substituted for

x and y in the form xRy would make it impossible to classify "proportions in

quantity or numberlt as either external or internal relations' (ibid) .. He then

concludes by saying: 'What is left of Hume's division after such critical scrutiny,

then, is not a division ofrelations •••but simply the division of propositions

into necessary and contingent. He might have said riehtaway, without detouring

over the unsuccessful division of relations into internal and" external, that the
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objects of knowledge are propositions of two radically different sorts, viz.

necessary and contingent.' (ibid) By a "necessaryll proposition Pap means one

'which cannot possibly be false' (Glossary p.433). It would, thus, seem that

Pap is referring to what j[ have termed Hume's "conceivability criterionlt • Finally,

operating with this criterion, Pap proceeds to show that 'Hume is caught in a

dilemma' •

My purp9se now is to investigate these matters. I will' first state my

own position: it is my contention that Hume's division is a division of

propositions into those w1iJ.ich are necessary and those which are contingent. The

grounds of this necessity I have been showing above.

I will show (i) that Pap is unable to set up the position he wants

to attack, namely, the analytic/synthetic dichotomy (in Pap's sense). '(Hume is

not at all implicated in this, since he never made the division on these terms).

-And (ii) I propose to get I Hume out of Pap's 'dilemma'. J;n other words, I propose

to deal with Pap's objections against the necessary. contingent dichotomy. Pap

maintains that 'the equality, of 4 and 2+2 follows from the meanings of the terms

"4" and "2+2" alone; whil~••• the truth of the judgment of spatiai distance cannot

be established by merely r1eflecting on the meanings of "body A" and"body B". Now,

the statement "2+2 = 4" woiul"d be, according to Pap, an "analytic" statement, since

it is 'true by virtue of t~e meanings of (the) constituent terms'; but a statement

about spatial distance, since its 'truth••• cannot be established by merely

reflecting on the meanings" of the terms, would be not-analytic., But, one has,

only to ask, in what way i p the term "meanings" being used here, for it to be

seen that Pap is unable to formulate the very distinction he wishes to discredit.

If, by "meanings", is mean~ "descriptions ll , then, an "analytic" statement, for

Pap, becomes a statement 'Itrue by virtwe of the descriptions of (the) constituent
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terms'; and a statement, which isnot,-analytic, is one whose 'truth.... cannot

be established by merely reflecting on the descriptions' of the t~rms. But,

on this view, there cannpt be any such things as not-analytic statements, 'all

statements can be shown to be' "analytic". Pap (p.74) says that a statement

'about the spatial distahce of houses A and B' may be ShOWh, depending on how

we make the description" either to turn out Itanalytic" or "contingent ll'. 'Should

we describe', says Pap, 'the house named A as "the house which is exactly, one

mile south of Bit, then we obviously olotain an analytically true statement,' while,

if the same object is described in terms of its appearance, the statement is

contingent'. But, a des~ription in terms of appearance, I maintain, can be shown

to be no less 'obviously...an analytically true statement' thus: 'The white
. '

house is one mile south' c!> f the blue house', in strict grammatical form' is 'The

white house is the one wlpich is one mile south of the blue house'. The phrase

'the one which' is adjectival. To what is 'the one which' referring? To the

white house. How was the white house described? It was described as 'the house

which is white and is one mile south of the blue house'. The statement now reads:

'The house which is white and is one mile south of the blue house is the house

which is white and is one' mile south of the blue house'. The statement is thus

analytic.

But more than tlhis: Pap's way of distinguishing "analytic" statements

from statements which are, not of that type, leads to the conclusion that no

division or dichotomy can be set up. In other words, Pap is unable to set up the

target which he'wishes to attack.

For, if we terml an analy;tic statement as one which is "true by virtue of

meanings" (as Pap does), ~nd'all other statements as ones where 'it is not the

case that they are "true !by virtue of meanings"'; and if we term the former "a""

____• .._._"'_.... ..._i\l_ft~__..:'~
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and the latter "-a", it can be seen that the basis of the denial of "aft is'''a"

itself. In other words, in order to make the denial, the statement must first

be "analytic"; that is, citll "-a" statements are basically "a" statements --- or,

to state it crudely: there can be no "-a" without first "a".

I come now to my second task: to try to ge,t Hume out of Pap's dilemma.
i

;'
Pap, it was seen, conclu1ed that/Hume "s division is one between ilneces'sary" and

"conti:ngent ll proposition9 (p.74)T- B;ya "necessary" proposition, Pap m~ans one
i

'which cannot possibly be false' \ (Glossary p.433). Thus, it would seem that

Pap is referring to, what I have termE~d, Bume's "inconceivability criterion il •

(This criterion Hume himself does not apply to Class I Relations. ,Ne;vertheless

'let us hear Pap). Operat!ing with this criterion, Pap first makes the point that

Hume 'iden:l;ifies ••• the cqnceivable with the. imaginable' (p.75); this, indeed,

, , 2
is the case. Op~ra~:!-ng, then, with the term ilimaginable", Pap proceeds to

'reconstruct' 'Hume's argument' thus (p.76): first, imaginability entails self

consistency (for Hume); ~nd by saying that 'p is self-consistent', Pap means

that 'no dontradiction is formally deducible from p' (p.75. footnote); second,

,f not-p is imaginable f is :not synonymous with 'not-p is (logically) possible'

"yet the former function ,entails the latter, and the latter is synonymous with

'p is 'factual (contingent)' (ibid); third, he now "propose(s) to show that Hume
, ---

is caught in a dilemma. IEither 'possible' is meant in the wide sense of 'not self-

1£E. cit.

2Vide p.18 , w~ere I listed the evidence for the synonymity of these
terms as used by Hume.

~~~-------- ------- L...=....._
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contradictory' or in the narrower sense of 'imaginable'. If theformer~ then

'not-p is possible' does' not entail that p is contingent and if the latter, then

imaginability of not-p, being synonymous with the possibility of that state of
I

affairs, cannot be a rea~on by which the latter could be proved. In other words~

if the latter, then Hume"s proof of the contingency of p is a petitio Erincipii lt

(PP.76, 77. Italics Pap~$).

I shall deal first with the latter alternative and the charge of question-

begging on the part of Hume.

On this criter1Lon: The 'reason' for the imaginability (or, conceivability)

of not-p (where p is a proposition) is ~ that not-p is imaginable or conceivable,

but that the relation between the terms is alterable; that the relation can be

changed, without any difference being made to the terms of the relation, since

(in contrast to ClassI) the relation does not depend on the terms (or, "ideas").

It would be on that basis that the conceivabilit~ criterion \-lOuld worl:<:.

Concerning the former alternative: the denial, on the part of Pap, that

'not-p is pos'sible t entails I p is contingent', if "possible" is meant in the sense

of "not self-contradicto:vy"_ Pap's reason for this denial, is that p may be

"synthetic a priori" ("Hume's imaginability criterion of necessity leaves it at

least an open question whether a given. proposition may not be both synthetic and

necessary".) (p.79) •.

Such a possibi]ity, I mainta.in~ is straightaway ruled out by the fact

that Hume's dichotomy or ;division" into two cla.sses is ma~e on the basis of those

relations which are "cons!tant" an.d those which are "inconstant" and that the

division on this basis isl exhaustive; there can be no third possibility for a

relation; it is either "c~:mstant" or "inconstant lt ." Furthermore, "synthetic a priori"
I

propositions (if there weire such things) translated into Hume's language, would



mean propositions which ~re "intuitive" and "not-intuitive" at the same time ..

I will now consider PaP's ~{nthetic a priori contention, in another

way. According to Pap, a proposition for Hume is necessary (or, a priori) if

one cannot imagine an ex<teption to that proposition; and 'had (Rume) properly

distinguished, like Kant t the unimaginable from the logically contradictory,

he would have agreed witliJ. Kant that (the proposition 'Not more than 3 straight

lines can intersect at right angles in one poin't') is synthetic a priori' (P .. 77) .. 1

Pap assumes, first, that ;all contingent propositions are, for Hume, 'emprical

generalizations' • He next proceeds to consider the above proposition, saying.

that it is not an empiriqal generalization, any more than the Law of Excluded

Middle is such a general$zation. Thus the proposition is not contingent, there-

fore it must be necessar;'l. 'Up till now, Pap has been making use of the necessary/

contingent dichotomy. Ncjw Hume, according to Pap, would have classed this

proposition as "necessaryt", since one cannot imagine an exception to it~ And if

this proposition is necessary and if it is not an empirical generalization, then,

says Pap, it must be syn~hetic a priori. Pap's assumption, it would seem, is that

if a proposition is neceslsary and if it is 'also not an empirical generalization,

then it must be synthetic, a priori. In other words, Pap seems to be maintaining

that a necessary proposit~on is ipso facto a synthetic a priori proposition. This

does seem very queer. A~l that this argument seems to prove is that the proposition,

is necessary i.e .. that it is not contingent.

1 0t£Eo 22:,...
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The question now to be answered is: \Vhat sort of proposition is it

-for Hume? The proposi tiqn 'Space is ~)-dimensionalt would, for Hume, be in the

same category as 'The stiaight line is the shortest distance between two points',

which Hume, at T~49, 50, points out is: not "analytic" in the sense of "tautologous".

The proposition 'Not more than three s:traight lines can intersect at right angles

in one point' would, for Hume , be seerl to hold good in the same way _as one can

see that this shade of b~ue is lighter than that shade of blue. It is this 'seei~g',

this 'direct perception' 'which is the mark of an intuitive 'or necessary

proposition, for Hume (as I have abundantly shown in the previous pages of this

paper)~

D. F. Pears, iI1 his article Hume's Empiricism and Modern Empiricism

(p.24)1 writes: 'The centiral contention of the first book of the Treatise is,

as Professor AyeI' says, ~hat a priori propositions are empty, and that any significant

proposition that is not empty must be based on experience.' (Pears adds a foot-

not~: 'Cf. Enqhiry••• IV, pt.i.') (~~ AyeI' said this, he doesn't say; and at

the time of writing I hav!e been unable to discover where in Ayer this reference

to the Treatise is)e
2

By an "empty" ptr-oposition, Pears means an "analytic" proposition (~

ibid, sentence preceding r:luotation). Pears, then, is as~ribing. to -the Treatise

the view that all a prior~ propositions are analytic, that is, tautologous, that is,

empty.

IVide p.i

) 2It may be that Pears means that Ayer's thesis is that 'all a priori
propositions are empty •••• , and that he (Pears) is ascribing that view to Hume.
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Now, although IBurne does hold that Class I propositions aL'e a priori,

in his sense of that te:rtrn, he certainly does not hold that they are alRo

Itanalytic lt , in Pears' se,jnse.

Since this shall be discussed more fully, in the next section, where

I discuss the status of ~mathematical propositions for Rume, I shall here content

myself with saying that there is not a single scrap of evidence in the Treatise

to support such a view. (Where there is no evidence, there is no view). 'But,

there is evidence from Humehimself that he regarded tautologies (Rume preferred
I

to call them "identical tpropositions ll ) as being 'of no consequence' (vide T.50,

T.127, 200, 248) Thus ~t T.49, 50, he rejects the mathematician's 'definition

of a right·'.line' as 'the: shortest way betwixt bolO points' on the ground of the

absurdity of it thus being tautologous. (also quoted by Pap ~ cit. p.70).

, ,
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III. THE S~ATUS OF MATHEMATICAL PROPOSITIONS IN THE TREATISE

In this sectio~, my purpose will be to show (i) that, for Hume,

mathematical propositions are not analytic in the sense of being tautologous,

nor (ii) are they synthe~ic·a priori or synthetic a posteriori, but (iii) that

·they are a priori or nec~ssary, in Hume' s sense of that term.

* * * * * * * * *

Three of the relations (or, propositions involving these relations)

of Class I, namely, resemblance, contrariety, and degrees in quality 'fall more

properly under the province of intuition than demonstration' (T.70). In the

case of 'p,egrees of any quality', it may be difficult to pronounce at first sight

that x is lighter in shade than y, 'when the difference betwixt them is very.

small', but, when the difference between them (two colours, say) is 'considerable',

it is 'easy to decide', ~heir superiority or inferiority to each other.

Concerning 'Ero~ortion~ of quantity or number', we may, Hume says,

'proceed after the sqme mlanner', and 'observe' 'at one view' 'a superiority or

inferiority betwixt any n~mbers, or figuresj especia]y where the difference is

very great and remarkable!' (ibid). But, 'as to equality or any exact proportion,

we can only guess at it f!r'om a single consideration; except in very short numbers,

or very limitea portions pf extension; which are comprehended in an instant, and

where we perceive an impossibility of falling into any considerable error.'

(P?id) Where this cannot be done, 'we must settle the proportions with some liberty,

or proceed in a more artiificial manner' (ibid. Italics Htlme's).· In part II, of

B~ok I (Treatise), he expQains this 'artificial manner' mo~e fully (T.47): "Tis

evident, that the eye, or rather the mind is often able at one view to determine

the proportions of bodies!, and pronounce' them equal to, or greater or
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less than each other, wi~hout examining or comparing the number of their minute

parts' (his coloured mathematical points .. · Vide T.40)1. These judgements, he

continues, 'are not only Icommon, but in many cases certain and infallible.

Hhen the'measure of a ya:nd and that of a foot are presented, the mind can no

more question, that the ~irst is longer than the second, than it can doubt of

those principles, which are the most clear and self-evident'.

. This, however, h~ qualifies: 'But tho' its (the mind t s) decisions concerning

these proportions be some1times infallible, they are not always so; ••• We frequently

correct our first opinion by a review and reflection; and pronounce those objects

to be equal, which at fir!st we esteemed unequal; and regard an object as less,

tho' before it appeared greater than another. Nor is.this the only correction,

which these judgments of our senses undergo; but we often discover .eu:;, error by

a juxta-position of the o~jects; or where that is impracticable, by the use of some

·"common and invariable" measure, which being successively applied to each, informs
I

us of their different proportions. And even this correction is susceptible of . a

new correction, and of diifferent degrees of exactness," according to the nature of

the instrument by which we measure the bodies, and the care which we employ in the

comparison.' (~).

Furthe~ (T.48): 'i••• sound reason convinces us that there are bodies vastly
2· .

more minute than those, which appear to the senses ... (thus) we clearly perceive,

IBetween the 'absurdity' of the system of mathematical points, and the
I

'absurdity' of the systeml of physical points, there is, says Hume, 'evidently
a medium, viz. the bestow~ng a ~olour or solidity on these points'.

2How exactly this; squares with his contention that 'all the perceptions
of the human mind resolve: themselves into ••• lmprcssions and Ideas' (T.I), he never
says; and I can't say either •

•---'-----__~ ._'~_--__~-,!':'M..._ ..........."...~;s;:-""...- .....1I4,,.,...8IC""'.-...,IWi\M"'",,IM~,~.n,
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that we are not possessed of any instrument vI' art of measuring, which can secure

us from all error and undertainty. We are sensible, that the addition or removal

of one of these minute parts, is not discernible either in the appearance or

measuring; and as we imagine, that two figures, which were equal before, cannot be

equal after this removal or addition, we therefore suppose some imaginary standard

of equality, by which th~ appearances and measuring are exactly corrected, and the

figures reduced entirely 'to that proportion.' (Italics Rume's). By calling the

standard "imaginary", or "a mere fiction of the mind" (ibid), his meaning is that

since our 'very idea of equality is that of such a particular appearance corrected

by juxta-position or a cdmmon measure, . the notion of any. correction beyond what .

we have instruments and art to make' is·thus fictitious. (Italics mine).

Thus, when he speaks of settling the proportions in quantity ~r number

after aU,llartificial manrier" (T.. 70), he is referring to measurement-standards;

but any standard of meas~rement employ'ed for this purpose is subject to the

qualifications which I have just been quoting in extenso.

Under the heading of proportion in quantity or number, he comprises

geometry, algebra and ariJthmetic. His treatment of these, I shall discuss in that

order. First, geometry: :by such a subject,l he means (T,,70) 1 the art, by whiqh

we fix the proportions of figures'. This' art' lacks 'perfect precision and

exactness' (T.71); furthermore, it can never attain such qualities, for the reason

that its axioms ('first principles') are 'drawn from the general appearance of the

objects' (~); and sinoe these 'original and fundamental principles are derived

merely from appearances' (~), it can never reach 'a full certainty-.

II use this vague word in orde~r to avoid calling geometry a "science".
Hume uses the term "art", and puts it in italics. ll.t T.71, he states that a.lgebra
and arithmetic are 'the qnl;r scienc'es' which have '0. p'erfect exactness and certainty'
(Italics mine).
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In this section Gsection I of Pa.rt 3), he gives one illustration of his

meaning: 'Our ideas seem to give a perfect assurance, that .no two right (straight)

lines can have a common EfeglI'ents;but if we·consider these ideas, we shall find,

that they always suppose a sensible inclination of the two lines, and that where

the angle they form is,eJftremely small, we have no standard of a right line pO

precise, as to assure us of the truth of this proposition'. And concludes by

saying t~at "tis the same case wi th most of the primary decisions' of the mathematics"

(ibid) -- that is, 'with geometry', he: must mean. (Vide 'infra concerning Algebra

and Arithmetic.)

I shall first li~t (and; in doing so, I will, for the most part, use

Hume's own words, withouti troubling with quotation marks) what he says in Part 3,

concerning geometry; I sq.all, then, .refer to his fuller'treatment of the subject

in Part 2. He remarks (']'.70) that if the difference between any figures is very

.,.great, we might observe ~t one view a superiority or inferiority between them.

eFor example, we would n~t have any difficulty in seeing at one glance that a

triangle of altitude 1" iis smaller than a triangle of' altitude 6'" ). But,

as to equality or exact proportion, we can, from a single consideration, only

guess at it; very limited portions of extension, however, can be (he says)

comprehended in an instant, without our falling into any considerable error.

In those cases where the iproportions can not be settled by sight, recourse is made

to measurement. He denieis to geometry the title of a perfect and infallible science,

for the following reason: its first principles are drawn from the Beneral appearance

of objects; and when we tiake into consideration the incalculable minuteness of

which nature is susceptiblle, the appearance of the object can not give us any

assurance or security th~t our calculation is precise and exact. Nevertheless,

he maintains, although it Can never attain to a~ precision and exactness,

because its fundamental ~rinciples are derived merely from appearances, these very
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principles which are the!foundation of the subject, by their very simplicity,

cannot lead us into any ~onsiderable error: When the eye determines that only

one straight line can be drawn between two given points, and that straight lines

can not ?oncur; such primciples as these, although derived from appe~rances, and

I

thereby incapable of perfect precision and exactness, save the subject from any

large amount of error. (T.72).

In Part 2 (T.45)~ he writes: "When geometry decides anything concerning

the proportions of quantity, we ought not to look for the utmost precision and

exactness. None of its wroofs exte~d so far. It takes·the dimensions and

proportions of figures justly; but roughly, and with some liberty. Its errors

are never considerable; nor would it €!rr at all, did it not 'aspire to such' an

absolute perfection.. ' (Italics Hume,s).

In deciding the ~quality, superiority, or inferiority of lines (or,

surfaces) to each other, Ithe standard employed is neither that of an enumeration

of the points, which make up the line (or, surface), nor that o'f congruity. The

former standard is 'entinelyuseless, and that it never is from such a comparison

we determine object's to "Qe equal or unequal with respect to each, other. For as

the points, which enter iJnto the composition of any line or surface, whether

perceived by the sight ot touch, are so minute and so confounded with each other,

that 'tis utterly imposs:iJble for the mind to compute their number, such a

computation will never afford us a standard, by which we may judge of proportions'
, ,

(T.45. Italics in text). The latter standard, being based on the 'equality of the

number of the points', is likewise 'useless'. (T.46, 47). 'The only useful notion

of equality, or inequali~y, is derived from the whole united appearance and the

comparison of particular 'objects' (Appendix T.. 637); "Tis evident, that the eye,

~repared by Hum~, for inser:-ti.on at T.47.

.1
I
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or rather the mind is often able at one view to determine the proportions of

bodies, and pronounce them equal to, or greater or less than each other, without

examining or comparing the number of their minute parts. Such judgments are

not only common, but in many cases cert<3in ;,", i.nfallible. When the measure

of a yard and that of a foot are pres~:mted, the mind can no more question, :that

the, first is longer than the second, than it can doubt of those principles, which

are the most clear and s~lf-evident'

At T.50, 51, he writes: 'the ideas which are most essential.to geometry,

viz. those of equality'a:b,d inequality" of a right line and a plain surface,' are far

from being exact and determinate, according to our common method of conceiving them.'

(That is, from the 'unit~d' or 'general appearance' ?f the objects). 'Not only we

are incapable of telling; if the case be in any degree doubtful, when such particular

figures are equal; when such a line is a right one, and .such a surface a plain one;

··'but we can form rio idea of that proportion, or of these figures, which is firm and

invarial;lle. Our appeal ~s still to, the weak and fallible jUdgment, which we make

from the )appearance of tqe objects, and correct by a compass or commonmeasurej

and if we join the supposition of any farther correction, 'tis of such-a-one as is

either useless or imaginary. In vain should we have recourse to the common topic,

and employ the suppositi~n of a deity, whose omnipotence may enable him to form

a perfect geometrical figure, and describe a right line without any curve or

inflextion. As the ulti~ate standa~d of these figures is d~rived from nothing

but the senses and imagi~ation, 'tis absurd to talk of any perfection beyond what

these faculties can judgel of; since the true perfection of anything consists. in

its conformity to its stalndard.' (Italics mine).

"
fall' Hume' s qualification to the above remarks.



In the case of a~gebra and arithmetic, by contrast, we do have a 'precise~

standard,'by which we c~m jUdge of the equality and proportion of numbers; and

according as they corres~ond or not to that standard, we determine their relations,

without any possibility t>f error' (T.~71). Two numbers are said to be equal, when

the units, of which each: number is composed, are equal: 'When two numbers are so

combined, as that the on~ has always an unite answering to every unite'of the

other, we pronounce them! equal; and 'tis for want of such a standard of equality

in extension, that geometry can scarce be esteemed a perfect and infallible science.'

I come now to th¢ question of the status of mathematical propositions,

. or propositions involvin~ relations of proportions in quantity and number.

Propositions involving s~ch relations belong to Class I, 'the class consisting of

propositions which yield Iknowledge or certainty; a certa:inty which is either

intuitive or demonstrati~e.

In view of Hume's account of geometry, both in Part 3 and in Part 2; it

might pe thought that there is a division within those relations which deal with
)

proportions in quantity and number: that algebraic and arithmeti'cal propositions

are to be distinguished ~n ~ from geometrical propositions. It might be said,

for example, that, for H~rne (in the Treatise) geometrical propositions are

"empirical", or, "synthe~ictt, or, "synthetic a posteriori", and that algebraic

and arithmetical proposi~ions are ttanalytic" (to use ter-minology not itself

used by Hume). The view !that propositions involving the four relations which

make up Class I, of whicti proportions in quantity and number, i.e. geometrical,

algebraic and arithmetic~l propositions, are one of th~t number, are "analytic"

(in the sense specified ~y Pap and Pears~ I have dealt ~ith above)

I propose to show that, ~or Hume, there is ~ such division within thor.e relations
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which deal with proporti~ns in quantity and number; that geometrical propositions

are not to be distinguisijed in type from algebraic and arithmetical· propositions.

The only difference betwelen geometrical propositions and algebraic and arithmetical

propositions is that, in Ithe case of the former, perfect precision is lacking,

in the case of the latte~, we do have perfect precision. The 'standard, by which

we .... judge of the equali tly and proportion of numbers' (namely, the procedure

of marking off the units,: of which the number if composed, one by'one) is 'entirely

useless' as far as the p~oportions of figures are concerned; no enumeration or

marking off of points is rossible, due to the incalculable 'minuteness of which

nature is susceptible.'

We have to procee~ merely from the 'general' or 'united .appearance' of

objects. This, however, ~s no~ a distinction.in type between the two sets of

propositions. Geometrica~ propositions are "intuitive" in the same way that

algebraic and arithmeticaJi proposition:s are "intui tive": ' 'Tis eyident, th..... t the
I

eye,. or rather the mind is often able at one view to determine the proportions.

of bodies, and pronounce them equal to, or greater or less than each other,

wi thout examining or compfring the number of their minute parts ......When the

I

measure of a yard and that of a foot are presented, the mind can no more question,

that the first is longer than the second, than it Can doubt of those principles,

which are the most clear ~nd self-evident.' (T.47, Italics mine.).

The grounds of this "intuitiveness", I have shown above (P.· 12 );' here I

. will only emphasize that the relation I'greater than' (say) holding between how

fi~res can be 'observed': (T.70) in the~ way as the s~me relation holding

between two numbers. Thus~ the fact that 'perfect precision' is lacking in geometry,
I

does not entail the fact that geometrical propositions are. not "intu.i tive".

These proposition$ are "intuitive": neither geometrical nor algebraic

and arithmetical propositions are "analytic"; nor are geometrical propositions
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empirical, synthetic, or ~ynthetic a posteriori. An empirical proposition,

for Hume, is one where -thle relation holding between the two terms is -Illinconstant",

or "variable", or, "alter~blell; geometrical propositions are one of that number

where the relation is "copstant", or, Hinvariable", or, "unalte;rable".

If one wants to tprm these "intui tive" propositions "necessary" or _"a priori"

(in Hume's sense; that iSI, in the sense that they are intuitively certain),

I raise no objection (.0 that, so long as it is understood in what sense the terms

"necessary" or "a priori" are being used.

R. F. Atkinson, i~ his paper llilme on Mathematics1 inclines towards the

view that, for Hume, math~matical propositions are "synthetic a priori". He

writes (p.l27): '(Hume) c~me closer in the Treatise to regarding mathematical pro-

positions as synthetic ned:essary than analytic truth~"j and that it is at least

disputable whether a significantly different_ view was taken in the Enquiry.'

Before offering his evide1J.ce in support of-that view, he wishes first 'to-dispose

of the view which a quickireading of the Treatise might suggest that-Hume there "held

geometrical propositions to be synthetic a posteriori -and those of arithmetic

and algebra to be analyticl.' (i.bid). In dealing with this paper, -I shall begin

by stating Atkinson's reaspns for maintaining that geometrical propositions are

~ "synthetic a posteriori", and that those of arithmetic and algebra are not

"analytic". While I do ma;intain that, for Hume, geometrical propositions are not
\

synthetic a posteriori and that algebraic and arithmetical propositions are not

analytic, I disagree with Atkinson's wa;'! of showin-g this. Secondly, I shall deal

with Atkinson's view that mathematical Jproposj..tions are "synthetic a priori ll •

Iphilosophical Quatterl~, 1960, Vol. 10.
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Atkinson is quite clear about the fact that Hume 'did not 'explici tly;

pose the question, 'Analy-qic or Synthetic?' (p.127, Italics mine); his whole

paper, however, seems to'ibe haunted by this ghost. For, after offering evidence

(he quotes T.49, 50) to dhow 'that Hume does not regard geometrical propositions

as analytic' (p,,13l), he Iwrite:s: 'Hume, then, in effect regarded geometrical

propositions as synthetiq. But, in view of his radical empiricism, must it not be

inferred from this that ~e also regarded them as a posteriori?' (ibid. Italics mine).

Atkinson's answer is: No. But, before producing evidence in support of his answer,

he interprets Leroy as hOllding that for Hume geometrical propositions (or, axioms)

are "synthetic a posterioiri". (~footnote 10; p. 131). Such an interpretation

of Leroy is, I think, wrong. Indeed, it would commit Leroy to holding that,

for Hume, algebraic and arithmetical propositions are likewise llsynthetic a

posteriori".' For, what ~eroy ,says about these two sets of mathematical propositions,

(geometrical and algebrailc and arithmetical) is the same for each. Leroyl writes:

'Dans Ie cas des relation~ d'idtes, il n'y a qu'~ bien considerer les objets

.Ipresents aux sens pour di~cerner leur rapport de grandeur. Clest ,une perception,

directe ou indirec~; cte~t une vue instantanle. Chague pas en avant dans une

dtmonstation se fait par pne vue de ce genre. Sans doubte, cU:tait cet empirisme

g{om~trique que Lord Stan~ope condamnait. Mais Hume est formel; la g/om~trie porte

sur des apparences sensibt!.es, ll1~me si ces apparences sont les plus e'videntes et

les moins trompeuses.' (jp,,76, footnote 4). And speaking of arithmetical

propositions (pp.?7, 78), he writes: lLuarithmetique arrive 1 plus de certitude,

parce qu'elle dispose d'u~ crit~re prdcis de l'egalite de deux nombres. Elle fait

se correspondre une ~ unel les unite's qui constituent les deux nombres. On peut

I Op. cit.
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done 6'tablir de longues cha'f.nes de raisonne.men t sans crainte d ':erreur•• ~ Nais, . ici

encore, c'est 1a perception directe d'une {ga1ite, ou d'une {quiva1ence, gui

assure la rectitude d'unlraisonnement et la certitude des re"su1tats' .. (Italics

mine in both quotations).

. )'

It is this 'perc~ption directe!', this 'vue instantanee' which is the mark

of an "intui tive" or necessary or ~ E,E'iori proposition for Hume.

The evidence produced by Atkinson to show that geometrical propositions
J

are not "synthetic a postleriori", is the same evidence which lea.ds him to conclude

that such propositions arie "synthetic a priori". He writes (pp.13l, 132): ' ... the

following passage shows (Ithat Burne) was prepared to accord the highest necessity

rating to a patently synthetic proposition -~ and,as for Kant, so for Hume

necessity is always a mar~ of the a ,priori: "'Tis evid~nt, that the eye •••self

evident'" (p.47)1, Before discussing this, ,the way in\\hichAtkinson shows

.algebraic and arithmetica~ propositions not to be analyti~t will be discussed.

Atkinson takes an "analytic" proposition to be one the negation of which is a
, "

formal contradiction ('analytic in the sense of having formal~y contradictory

negations' (p.128)). He reJt1arks that, although Hume does use the term "contradiction",

'i t does not appear... that he confines the term "contradiction" to the sense of

"formal contradic·tion" '(JP.128); 'Hume,ls usual practice is to use "contradictory"

as a simple synonym for "inconc:eivable", and indeed to use the latter as if it

were synonymous with "unimaginable" '(:e..129), And, says Atkinson, '(Hume)

certainll holds that (the I negations of mathematical propositions, or of IIrelations

lThe reference is ito the page number in the Selby-Bigge edition. (Qubted
in full by me on p. 41 ).
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of ideas" propositions ~enerally) are inconceivable so long a,s the ideas compared

together .remain the samel' (p.128. Italics mine); but this, as Atkinson says, does

not involve a formal contradiction. Atkinson now proceeds to the remaining three

relations (or, propositi~ns involving these relations): of contrariety, he says:

'Any proposition Hume wO'llld regard as asserting contrariety (it has to be

remembered that the only' ideas in themselves contrary are existence and non-

existence), say, "there cannot both bl~ and not be X's" would of course be analytic,

for it cannot be denied withont formal contradiction. But the case is different
.

with propositions asserting resemblance or degrees in quality. It is unfortunate

that Humegives no explid:it examples, so that one cannot be sure that he would

include under this head so patently s~rnthetic a proposition as "Tom is more like

Dick than he is like Harty", but he could surely not repudiate the following

I .
examples: "Blue is more like green than it ·is like scarlet" ..... " Black differs

from white" ...and "Ice :its colder than steam". Of such propositions it can at

the very least be said tlJ,at they are not obviously analytic-they have close

affinities with such notqrious contenders for the role of synthetic necessary

truth as "Nothing can be Ired and green allover".. And it is completely clear that

Hume does not think that the truth of such propositions follows from the
...

definitions of their terms. He rather thinks that they are "seen" to be true

when the objects in quest)ion are :.eresented in the sense of observed or imagined.

He even takes this view oir a proposition asserting a proportion in quantity- "A

yard measure is longer th(,m a foot measure"- which could very plausibly be held

lAtkinson inserts in parenthesis the sources of these examples ..

l... . _



to be true by definition!, (p,,47)1 ~ It would, of course, be grotesque to read

into these passages a delfinite contention that mathematical propo3itions are

synthetic necessary truths. But it is surely clear that this possibility is

not even by implication ;excluded ....Cp,,129, 130). And on page 132, he writes:

' ••• the main burden of t6.is paper is that it is misleading to classify Humels

views by reference to distinctions which he did not himself make. But, if: this '

is to be done at all, th~ least objectionable way- to do ,it seems to me to be to

regard Hume as holding, ~ike Kant, that the propositions of geometry are synthetic

a priori i.e. necessarily true but to be established not by the analsis of

concepts but by an appeal to intuition. II will also quote Atkinson's remaining

words (as far as the Treatise is dealt with by him), since I propose to deal with

this contention that mathemat:ical propositions, for Bume, are "synthetic a
, ,

priori"; and also with the following: 'Kant', says Atkinson, 'is, however,

I
,undoubtedly the more tlrr~ugh and self·-consistent in working out his view. He saw

that if geometrical prop~sitions were a priori then the lntuition in question

must be pure intuition, 'find that space must be a pure (form of) intuition•

•••Hume's "official" view of space and timeis ••• diametrically opposed to

Kant's but there are nonetheless not infrequent indications in the Treatise

that Hume was sometimes tempted to modify his view in the Kantian direction.

This has been noticed by several of Hume's commentators. For instance, C. W.,.

Hendel in his Studies in the ~hilosophy of David Hume (Princeton, 1925. Chap. V)

and by Kemp Smith, who writes: "Since the only impressions which (Hume) has allowed

are impressions lacking in any element of extension or duration, the spatial and

IThe reference i$ to the page number in the Selby-Bigge edition•

. __-.1.
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temporal features so undeniably apprehended by the vulgar consciousness have

to be treated as non-empirical, and therefore, by implication, as being a priori"l

(The Philosophy of David! Hume. 1941, Reprint 1949, p.548, and cf•. pp.z88-9)· (p ..13Z).

Before I deal with the '~synthetic a priori" contention, the' first business to clear

up is this business of "iintui tioIi", and the supposed temptation, on the part of

Hume, 'to modify his view! in the Kantian direction'. One of Hume' s commentators,

C. W. Hendel, in the ne~ edition (1963) of his Studies, no longer holds the position

.referred to by Atkinson? chapter Y of the original edition, he omitted entirely

from the new edition (19163) ;substituting in its stead "Appendix III, On Space

and Time:. Correction of Former Errors." The criticisms levelled by \oj. T. Parry3
~; .' .

against Hendel's view of! Hume on Space and Time are conceded in that Appendix by

Hendel~ The gist of Parir-y's criticism being: 'space and time relations are

directly perceived' (Stu~ies, p.50Z). Hendel had tried ,'to show that Hume suggests

that space and time and pur ideas of them are produced by the imagination'; that

it had been suggested, according to Hendel, by Hume, 'that the "mannertl in which

we perceive objects in space and time represents our mental disposition' (Studies,

p.500). In other words, what Hendel had been maintaining. is this: Hume had classed

contiguity in space and time as. a "natural" relation, and since all natural

relations are 'the effect of operations of the imagination' (the words are Hendel's,
I

op. cit. p.501), contigutty in space and time is 'the effect of operations of the

imagination'. Parry mak~s his point by citing T.73: 'All kinds of reasoning consist

IThis quotation ¢ontinues (it is not continued b~ Atkinson): 'For though Hume
does not himself draw this conclusion1, his use of the phrase "manner of appearance"
amounts to a virtual adm~ssion of it. 11

ZIt is to be not~d: Atkinson's paper was published in 1960, and thus the ne~
edition of Hendel's Studies Wi;3.S not available for his con~;L11 tat:i.on. \'Jhether J\ t:kinson
himself would agree with' Ifendf!ll' s 'correction of former orrors I, I do not know.

3yide : Studies (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill ~. Inc_, 1963).
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in nothing but a comparifson, and a discovery of those relations, either constant

or inconstant, which two or more objects bear to each other•••vl.hen both the

objects are present to ~he senses along with the relation, we call ·this perception

rather than reasoning; nor is there i.n this case any exercise of the thought, or

any action, properly speaking, but a mere passive admission of the impressions

thro' the organs of sensation. According to this way of' thinking, we' ought not

to receive as reasoning any of the observations we may make concerning identity,

and the relations of ti~e 'and place; since in none of them the mind can go beyond
.

what is immediately preeient to the senses .... ' Parry comments: 'Prom this it

appears that two objects in spatio-temporal relations may be both "present, to the

'senses along with ·the relation", and that this is a Case of perception, without

any action of the mind; ihence without any action of the imagination. So I hOld

that, for Hume, the relations of space and time may more properly be said to' be

perceived than produced iby the imagination (Studies, p.~02. Italics in text).

Hendel comments: 'ParrY'Is contention is entirely justified: space and time

relations are directly perceived' (ibid). Parry continues: ' •••as to Mr. Hendel's

contention that, since the ideas of space and time are complex, 'Hume should explain

lithe formation of such i:deas by the principle of an imagination operating according

to its native tendenciesl. 1t Hume neve:r:. inti~ates that all complex ideas are formed

by imagination' (~).

Up till now, I have been concerned onll with making Hendel's position clear.

I want now to take up so~e of" Parry's points. His citation of T.73, to show that,

for Hume, spatio-temporail relations are 'directly perceived', does not solve the

problem (as it stands),l: it merely ~centuates it.

lSince we do not have the whole text of P:-,.rry's paper (only selections of it
from Hendel), I do not krow in what detail the problem has been dealt with by Parry.

1ILZ _UIa 13Qt;S.l-,=:~
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\vhen Parry mainta.ins that Burne doe·s not maintain that 'all complex

ideas are formed 'by the limagii1ation', he must be referring to Hume' s statement

(T.. 13): 'Amongst the effects of this union or association of ideas, there are none

more remarkable, than thbse cOmplex ideas, which are the common subjects of our

thoughts and reasoning, ~nd generally arise from some principle of. union among

our simple ideas' (Itali¢s mine). In other words, it would seem that Hume is

here maintaining that not all, only some complex 'ideas are the 'effects' of

'association' .. But, at the beginning of this section (4), Hume·had been employed

about the task of explai*ing why it is that, 'as all simple ideas may be separated

by the imagination, and may be united again in what form it pleases', 'the same

simple ideas .. ufall reguJ+arly into complex ideas (as they' commonly do)' (T.. IO),

and had given his explanation in terms of a 'uniting prir:ciple' or 'bond of union'

or 'association~ or 'attrraction' among; the simple ideas: 'nothing would be more

unaccountable than the o~erations of that faculty, were it not guided by some

universal principl:es, which.render it, in some measure, uniform with itself in all

The simple ideas qnite together by attraction, thus

---.

forming complex ideas or wholes;~just as a house (a whole, a complex idea) is

made up of bricks (simple, ideas) and cement (the attract,ion or unitin~ principle):

It may, however, be objected that HJ,lme's use of the word "commonly", again suggests

that not all complex ideas are ~ constructed.. It seems, then, by no means

precisel;L clear whether all complex ideas are 'effects' of 'association' .. But,-

11 am making use of the illustration given by J. A. Passmore in Hume's
I

Intentions (p .. l06), Cambridge University Press, 1952.. Hume in the Abstract speaks
of the 'cement of the universe'.

n.__.~ .~ ............._ ...=_~
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what is precisely clear ts that Hume subdivides complex ideas into relation!3;

Modes and substances (T.t3). Now, if relations are that species of complex

ideas which are the 'effects' of 'association', and, if by this is meant that

relations are 'produced by the imagination~(i.e. by a 'uniting principle' among

simple ideas which 'guides' the imagination---Hendel must mean} then Parry's

point that not all complex ideas are "effects' of 'association' is beside the

.point. But, if relation$ are complex ideas, and complex ideas are produced by a

'uniting principle' among the simple ideas, then, when Hume maintains' that this

'uniting principle' or 'association' If arises from' the re lations of resemblance,

contiguity in time or place, and cause and effect. (T.ll), he is saying that the

'vniting principle' arises from these three relations: "Tis plain, that in the

course of our thinking, and that in the constant revolution of our ideas, our

imagination runs easily from one idea to any other that resembles it, and that

---this quality alone is to the fancy a sufficient bond and,.association. 'Tis

likewise evident, that as the senses, in changi~g their objects, 'are necessit~ted

to change them regularly, and take the~m as they" lie contiguous to each other, the
J

imagination must by long custom acquire the same method of thinking, and run along

the parts of space and qme in conceiving its objects. As to the connexion, that

is made by the relation elf cause and ~,ffect, ••• there is no relation, which

.produces a stronger connexion in the fancy, and maltes one idea more readily recall

another, than (that relation) betwixt their objects' (ibid. Italics Hume's).

Thus,it would seem that there is an evident cirCUlarity: relations give

rise to the uniting prinoiple among simple ideas, and the uniting principle gives

rise to relations. l

ler. M. R. Annan4, The Monist, 1930 Vol. XL, PP.585, 586: 'On the one hand,
association is treated b:ir (Hume) as that which gives rise to ideas of relation, and,
on the other, ideas of r~lation are treated by him as the features that give rise to
association.'.

L
:mill_S"Ull
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But, Hume distin~uishes relations into two kinds, those .which he terms

"natural" (T.15, 170), anid those which he terms "philosophical" (T.14): 'The.

word Relation is commonly' used in two senses considerably different from each
,

other.. Either for that ~alit,y, by which two ideas are connected together in the

itnagination, and the one ~aturally introduces the other (by attraction); or for

that particular circumstalnce, in which, even upon. the arbitrary union of two ideas

in the fancy, we may thi~k proper to compare them.' (T.13). And those relations

which give.. rise to an t atltraction t or 'uniting principle ,- among the simple ideas,

are what Hume terms "natutr-al" relations.. And when Hume .says that the term relation,

in the sense of "natural III relation, 'is always the sense, in which' we use the word',
I

lin common language', la~d 'tis' only in philosophy, that we extend it to mean any

particular subject of comparison l , it would seem that he is restricting the use

of the word to the 'common language' use., ',rhus, when he subdivides complex ideas

into' relations, modes and: substances, the relations to which he is here referring,

it might seem, are those ~'natural" ~elations. In the passage cited above by

Parry, spatio-temporal re1J..ations there are being discussed by Humeas a "philosophical ll

relation (whether Parry hji..mself is aWare of this, I do not know,. since we do not

have the text of the whol~ paper;. only selections of it from Hendel). Thus, if

Hume is restricting the term "relation" l to "natural" relations, and if the spatio-

temporal relation here be~.ng discussed ~s a "philosophical lt relation (as it is,

in the above passage), them, Hendel's contention that it is a product of association,

1is justifiably criticised by Parry.

lKemp Smith seems' to understand Hume as tlimit(ing) the term "relation" to
"natural" relation' (p.25~, ~. cit). He writes (pp.25l, 252): 'Common language,
(Rume) suggests, allows r~semblance to be a relation only when some perception, itself
already in the mind, call~ up some other idea owing to the resemblance between them;
it does not properly al10i,-t of its being described as a relation when discovered through
the comparison of two .ide~s already both present to the mind.' He further writes
(pp.250, 251): l .... in trabing the manifold effectr-, Le. pror:luc Ls, of associa tion,
Hume gives first place .... to complex ideas, as cu.;; Linguished into relations, modes.

._----....-



(Continuation of footnot~ from page 50)

and sUbstances. Here he ~s following the classification of'complex ideas given
by Locke in the first thuee editions of the Ess<.lY. Presumably Bume's copy of the
Essay was in one of these editions. In the fourth edition of the Essay Locke
had inserted a passc;J.ge in: which he shows appreciation of the fact that the really
fundamental distinction iJs not between simplicity and complexity, but betHeen
primary or original and ~econdary or derivative. All non-primary ideas are based
on primary ideas; but it ,is not merely by an act of mechanical assembling or
combining that they aris~ out of them. In the case ••• of ideas of relations, an act
of the mind is required: ;bringing two ideas, whether simple of complex, together"
and setting them' one by ~other, so as to take a Miew of them at' once, without uniting
them into one; by which iit gets all its ideas of relations (Essay, Book II, ch. 12).
Ideas of relations ••• not 'being due to a process of compounding, are not properly
describably as complex....Iideas, and are not therefore explicable merely by means '
of the mechanism of assoqiation. As being "philosophicql" relations, they are not
a sub-species of complex 'ideas, but 'distinguishable from and co-ordinate with them.
Humets adoption of Locke'ls first and cruder method of classification is what has
made possible for him his attempted restriction of the term "relations" to what he
entitles the "natural" rEdlations .... t .. '
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Moreover,.it seem~ to me that Hendel has been seriously misled by

Hume's use of the term "m/lnner".
. 1

Hend~:!l curiously says (p .ll-41 ) : I the use

of the term Itmanner"••• does not seem "makeshift,,2 if one bears in mind Hume's

classical education••• for "manners" like "customs" harks back to the Latin root

of "morals". If ..... Hume ci;une into philosophy through the "gateway of morals ,,3,

what could be more naturaJL than the USI:! of "manner" to signify man's way in

the case of perceiving.... t .. \<lhat, it is to be asked, has "manner" to do with

"manners" (mores) or "customs"J

It is perfectlyc)lear from these remarks of Hendel's that Hendel is

regarding the spatia-temporal relation as a "natural" relation. Hume never

maintained that all relations of space and time are "natural", only contiguity

in place or time was listed as one of the three "natural" relations. Moreover,

in the context with which.we are dealing with that relation, Hume is speaking

of philosophical relations.

As noted, Atkinso~ cites Kemp Smith (PP.548, and 2B8-9)4. Since the

point of Kemp Smith's com~ents there, is that the 'manner of appearance' (T.34 )

is not an 'impression', it would seem that this interpretation afHume by Kemp

Smith, leads Hume, according to Atkinson, into the Kantian position. The point

made in the two passages from Kemp Smith (one of which is quoted by Atkinson, the

other of which is not) is the same. The second passage (pp.28B-9) has a direct

12£. ~.

2Kemp Smi th I S terrp (9.£. .£!.!. p .. 289) for Hume' s way of talking about the
ideas of space and time.

3Kemp Smith's phr<i'tse, and also his belief.

4.Q];:~.
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reference, to geometry and I shall quote it (it is ~ quote'd by Atkinson)\

and immediately following the quotation, I shall refer to Hume. Kemp Smith

writes: 'Hume's treatment of geometry as being an inexact 'science has customarily

been regarded as prescribed for him by his sensationalism. This ••• is not really

a tenable interpretation.. Hume takes a non-sensationalist view of space and time.

He has refused to adopt the easy line of treating extensity and duration as

disclosed-in simple impressions. (Had he done so, he would have had to allow

that the impressions, ho~ever simple, are,. at least in thought, divisible, and

he would not therefore have been able to employ t.he arguments upon which he has

relied in refuting the hypothesis of infinite divisibility)!

I take issue with this, and with the conten~ion that the 'manner' is

not an 'impression'. I will begin with the latter contention.

Let us hear Hume (Part II, Section'3, pp.33, 34); he begins by invoking

his principle: 'No discoyery could have been made, more happily for deciding all
, '

controversies concerning ideas, than that impressions always take the precedency

of them, and that every ~dea, with which the imagination is furnished, first makes

its appearance in a corr~spondent impression••• Let us apply this principle, in

order to discover fartheF the nature of our ideas of space and time. Upon opening

my eyes, and, turning thel'1J to the surrounding objects, I perceive many visible

,bodies; and upon shutting them again, and considering the distance betwixt these

bodies, I acquire the idea of extension. As every idea is derived from some

impression, which is exaci:tly similar to it, the impressions similar to this idea

of extension, must either be some sensations derived from the sight, or some internal

1For the passage' from Kemp Smith quoted by Atkinson, Vide supra p.49.
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impressions arising from 'these sensations. Our internal impressions are our

passions, emotions, desines and aversions; none of which, I believe, will ever

be asserted to be the maciel, from whic:h the idea of space is derived. There.
,

remains therefore nothing but the senses., .which can convey to us this original

impression. Now what impression do our senses here convey to.us? .This is the

principal question, and qec:ldes wi thou:t appeal concerning the nature of the idea•

. The table before me is a~one· sufficient by its view to give me the idea of extension.

This idea, then, is borroiwed from, and represents some impression, which this

moment appears to the se~ses. But my senses convey to me only the impressions

of coloured points, dispolsed in a certain manner.. If the eye is sensible of any-

thing farther, I desire iit may be pointed out to me. But if it be impossible

to show anything further,' we may conclude with certainty, that the idea of extension

is nothing but a copy of th~se coloured points, and of the manner of their

appearance.'

And, since 'time', is also a 'manner', I am going to quote Hume on that

too (both passages may th~ow the proper light on this whole problem) •.

He begins by invofing the principle, namely: 'Wnatever objects are different

are distinguishable, and Ithat whatever objects are distinguishable are separa.ble

by the thought and the imkgination.,l The first full formulation of this principle

is at T.18 (which I have just quoted). At' T•. 10, we have the first indication

of it (so far as I can ser): 'Where-ever the imagination perceives a difference

among ideas, it can easil~ produce a separation.' The formulation of it at the

lIt is also 'true in the inverse', i.e. 'converse'.
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different, is distinguish~ble; and everything, th~t is distinguishable, may be

separated' (by the thought and the imagination) ..

He writes (T.36, .357): 'In order to know whether any objects, \vhich are

joined in impression, be ~eparable in idea, we need only consider, if they be

different from each other; in which case, 'tis plain they may be conceived apart.'

••• (he then quotes the prfnciple, I cited above) .... tif on the contrary they be

not different, they are nat distinguishable; and if they be not distinguishable,

they cannot be separated. But this is precisely the case with respect to time,

compared with our success:ilve perceptions. The idea of time·is not derived from

a particular impression mixed up with others, and plainly distinguishable from them;

but arises altogether froul the manner, in which impressions appear to the mind,

without making one of the number. Five notes played on a flute give us the

- -impression and idea o"f time; tho' time be not a sixth impression, which presen.ts

itself to the hearing or any other of the senses. Nor is it a sixth impression,

which the mind by reflection finds in itself •••it (the mind) only takes notice

of the manner, in which the different sounds make their appearance; and that it

may afterwards consider wilthout considering these particular sounds, but may conjoin

it with any other objects. The ideas of some objects it 'certainly must have, nor is it

possible for it without th~se ideas ever to arrive at any conception of time;

which since it appears not; as any primary distinct impression, can plainly be nothing

but different ideas, or impressions, or objects disposed in a certain manner,

that is, succeeding each olther.' .

From the first quoltation, it can be seen that 'the idea of extension is

nothing but a copy of these coloured points, and of the manner of their appearance'.
1

From the second quptation, it can be seen that 'the idea of time -is not
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derived from a particular I impression mixed up with others,and plainly distinguishable

from them; but arises entirely from the manner, in which impressions appear to the

mind, without making one <i>f the number.... (it is) nothing but different ideas, or

impressions, or objects disposed in a certain manner, that is, succeeding e8.ch

other' •

With respect to e~{tension, he is maintaining that the idea ofit, is a

~. of the 'coloured points' and of their arrangement; or, to·express this in a more

accurate way, it is a cop1 of the arrangement of the 'coloured points'; that is,

,a copy of the positions of the 'coloured points' (coloured points or just one

coloured point must have position, that is, arrangement) and when Hume speaks of

'manner', he means 'arrangement', that is, 'positions'_ Now, these 'positions,'

or 'arrangement' of the pqints, is a complex impression, an impression which is

'copied' in idea.

With respect to dme: 'the manner in which the different sounds make their

appearance', is not 'any primary distinct impression, (it) can plainly be nothing

but different ideas, or irr1pressions ••• disposed in a certain manner, that is,
I

succeeding each other'. Again, the disposition or arrangement is a complex

impression, an impression1which is copied in idea. 'And complex impressions are

a collection of simple impressions. Hume (at T.38) refers to'the 'impression'

which represents (that is, copies) extension, as a 'compound impression', that is,

a complex imprestiion_ He writes: 'That compound impression, which represents

extension, consists of se~eral lesser impressions, that are indivisible to the eye

or feeling, and may be ca~led impressions of atoms or corpuscles endowed with colour

and solidity. But this iE1 not all. 'Tis not only requisite, that these atoms

should be coloured or tangible, in order to discover themselves to our senses;

'tis also necessary we shduld preserve the idea of their colour or tangibility in
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order to comprehend them Iby our imagination. There is nothing but the idea of

their colour or tangibili:ty which can render them conceivable by the mind. Upon

the removal of the ideas of these sensible qualities, they are utterly annihilated

to the thought or imagination •. ' (T_38, 39).

What I have been showing is that the 'manner' is a complex impress~on,

. 1or a"compound impression', as Hume calls it_

But, now we run :iJnto two problems. The problems are these: (i) what is

the exact content of Humel's fundamental principle?; and (ii) in what way exactly

does he employ it? (And ~y that I mean this: when Hume asks for the 'impression'

to be pointed out, it is to be asked, what kind of impression? Simple or Complex?

2These problems confronted me in a previous paper ; here I will merely say that

eVen if the impression is complex, the matter stands thus: although there are some

complex impressions which·are not ~tl~ copied in idea (T.3: 'I observe, that

many of our complex ideas never had impressions, that corresponded to them, and that

many of our complex impressions never are exactly copied in ideas._.I have seen

Paris (complex impressioIJ.); but shall I affirm I can form such an idea of that

city, as will perfectly represent all its streets and houses in their real and

just proportions?t), the fact that the'idea is not an exact representation of the

complex impression, does :not thereby mean that it is no genuine idea; it is genuine

(as genuine as the idea df Paris), it is an idea which is made up out of a mass of

simple impressions, albeit that they (the simple impressions) are not all exactly

lContrast this wiJth Kant: 'That in the appearance which corresponds to
sensation I term its mattier; but that which so determines the manifold of appearance
that it allows of being ordered in certain relations, I term the form of appearance_
That in which alone the sensations can be posited and ordered in acertain form, c<:lnnot
itself be sensation; and therefore, while the matter of all appearance is given to us
a posteriori only, its form must lie ready for the S~IJ:",tion.s n pd.ori i IJ. the mind, ane
so must allow of being considered apart from all sen::;:! Ii ()11.' (DP:-~~';'" Critique of
Pure Reason, .trans_ by N.' Kemp Smith. New York: St. Martin's Press, 196>,Italics in te)

2"Idea ll in the Empirici[~~....E!,oe~ramme of Locke, Berkeley and Hume. (Written in
a course conducted by my 'tuLnr • ..:Dr-. ,inrnes Noxon).
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represented or copied in Ithe idea which we· have.

M. R. Annand (An'~xamination of Humels.Theory of Relations; P.588)1

correctly (that is, from ,the point of view of the evidence) remarks that Hume

'describes extension as "ia compound impression"••• ',. but Annand goes on to raise

some objections to this. I shall quote what Annand says, since I propose to deal.

with it. Annand writes:' ...unlessthese "lesser impressions" t(.~ the quotation

from Hume's text on page 59) 'can be regarded as present together, they must follow

one another, and thus precede the "compound impression". On the latter supposition,

extension would consist olf parts none of ,Which could be present at the same :time,

and all of which must cealse to be present before extension itself could come into

being. But the former supposition is precluded by what Hume inculcates in regard

to time. It is true he dpes not assert in so many words that all visual impressions

must be successive, but he does assert that. "the impressions of, touch," which

along with those of sight' he had represented as constituting the "compound impression"

of extension, "change eve'r.'y moment upon us. t1 And after having madelout extension

to be a compound of coexistent impressions, he proceeds ,to speak of the idea of

time as derived IIfrom the succession of our perceptions of every kind, ideas as well

as impressions". The parts of time cannot, he urges, be coexistent; and seeing

that "time itself is nothiing but different ideas and impressions succeeding each

other," it would follow that "the/parts of time" are those "perceptions of every

kind" from which the ideal of time'is derived. If, then, all impressions, as parts
\

of time, are successive, ho\'1 can some impressions, as parts of space, be coexistent?'

(PP.588, 589). (Italic's Annand's).

lThe Monist, 1930" Vol. XL, pp.581-597 ..

- ·_·__·_·_·_-~'~""---"""""I-~"'---· ----._.r--
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the
Hume's reply woulid be: /1 compound impression' as a whole, is a co-existent;

it is ~ 'perception'. ~ime is derived from a succession of these co-existents.

As Humeputs it at T.237:' '(the compound impression) is co-temporary in (its)

appearance in the mind.' (Italics mine).

Concerning Kemp Smith's second point, namely th~t had Burne treated

extensity and duration as being 'disclosed in simple impressions', 'he would have

had to allow that the impressions, however simple, are, at least in thought,

divisible, and he would not therefore have been able to employ the arguments upon

which he has relied in relfuting the hypothesis of infinite divisibility': first,

I have pointed out that elXtension (and time) are, for Hume, complex impressions

or ! compound' impressions!, and these complex impressions are a collection of simple

impressions. Secondly, although the simple impressions are 'at .least in thought.

divisible', nevertheless this process of division is ~ infinite, according to

Hume. He writes (T.. 27): "Tis ••• certain, that the imagin,ation reaches a minimum,·

and may raise up to itsellf an idea, of which it cannot conceive any'sub"'division,

and which' cannot be diminished without a total annihilation.' And again (ibid):

"Tis the same case with ,the impressions of the senses as with the ideas of the
,

imagination. Put a spot of ink upon pap~r, fix your eye upon that spot, and re'tire

to Slch a distance, that alt i.ast you lose sight of it; 'tis plain, that the moment

before it vanished the image or impression was perfectly indivisible ••• ' . Again at

T.32: "Tis certain we have an idea of extension.... (and) that this idea, as

conceived by the imaginato..on, tho' divisible into parts or inferior ideas, is not

infinitely divisible, nor consists of an infinite number of parts: For that exceeds

th~ comprehension of our limited capacities.· Here then is an idea of extension,

which consists of parts olr inferior ideas, that are perfectly i.ndivisible ••• '.

At T.39, he writes: 'The ,capacity of the mind is not infini te; consequently no

idea of extension (or du~ation) consists of an infinite number of parts or inferior
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ideas, but 0 a finite number, and these' simple and indivisible ••• '.

M. R Annand (£J2.",cit.) makes the same kind of objection as that of Kemp

Smith noted bove. Annand, in the context of Hume on lines, surfaces and points,

writes: ' ••• hen he (Hume)1 comes to explain wha.t is meant in geometry

surface, or 101id' ~is fa"i,lure tq do so is ••• appa;cent. Each of these

by. a line,

is, he

avers, a com lex of "coloured points", so that one line is e.qual in length to

another if i comprises' tb;e same .number of "points'" (1 interrupt here in order
i

to make Hume 13 position clear; I ,have remarked above, P.q..f, that Hume regarded

this standar of equality ,as 'entlrely useless, and that it never is from such

a comparison we determine objects 'to be equal or unequal with respect to each

other (T.45~ Italics Hume"s)) 'But these "points" are so minute and so confused

with one ano her that there is no possibility of counting them. It is, indeed,

difficult to treat such a 'statement seriously. If a line be a collection of

"coloured po l1ts", i,t can lonly be made up of coloured surfaces lying side by side,

and separate, therefore, from, one another. How could these constitute a.line,

or even a co tinuous surface'? Not onl;y so. Each "coloured point", or surface,

would be div sible into p~~ts, and these again into smaller parts, and so on

indefinitely (PP.59l, 592).

The hort answer to the latter statement is, that for Hume, the case is

not SO (as I ha,re shown a1:Jove). Hume, by maintaining that 'the capacity of the

mind is limi ed' (T.26), a fact which is 'universally a.llowed' and which is

'evident fro the plainest observation and experience' struck at the root of the

contentions f the devotees of the doctrine of infinite divisibility.

ding the oth~r objections, on the part of Annand, that on Hume's

idea of a Ii couJldnot be any such things as lines, Hume, it has to be

admitted, no here makes clear how "coloured points" lying contiguous to each other,

can make up continuous line. This.ob,iection, hO\-lever, is based on the assumption
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that a line is that which,is ~ made up of points, but is thnt which is a

continuum. Hume, in reply, might reject such an. idea of a ·line.

r have been conlCerned with showing that the view (mentioned by Atkinson)

that there is someback-sliding i on the part of Hume, into the Kantian position,

does not square with the evidence from Hume hims~lf: space and time relations

are 'directly perceived'; and the 'manner' of the 'appearance' of the " coloured

points' is a 'compound imwression'.

As was seen above, (p. 45 ) Atkinson did not restrict the "synthetic

a priori" interpretation r$erel;Y: to geometrical propositions, he included also

the propositions of algebra and .arithmetic. Such an interpretation of Hume just

won't work, and it won't work for this very short reason: Atkinson (like Pap)

seems to have ignored the very ground of the division, the "constant"/"inconstant"

relations base and its grqunds.To talk of a 'tsynthetic a priori" proposition is

to talk of a proposition, where the relation holding between the two terms is at

one and the same time "constant" and "inconstant". To talk of a synthetic a priori

proposition would be to talk of a proposition, where the relation holding

between the two terms of the proposition would, at one and the same time, be

"constant" and "inconstantl". For, a 'syrithetic' proposition, for Hume, would be

one where the relation holding between the two terms of the ·proposition is

"inconstant" or "alterable" 'without any change in the ideas' (T. 69). That is,.

the relation does not vary with the "ideas". And an 'a priori' proposition, for

Hume, would be one where the relation is "constant" or "invariable" or "unalterable"

(T.73, 69, 79 respectively~. The ground of this constancy or invariableness of

the relation being the mak~.-up or composition of the "ideas" or terms of the

proposition. These relations 'depend entirely on the ideas' (T.o69), ie the relation

varies with the "ideasll (any change in the ideas maKes for a corresponding change

in the relation which holds beh'lcen the ideas).
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IV. The Division in the First Enquiry

In the Treatise (Book 1, Part 3, Section 1), Hume had said: 'All kinds

of reasoning consist in nothing but a ,comparison, and a discovery of those

relations, either constan~ or inconstant, which two or more objects bear to each

other' (T.73). Those relations, whether "constantHor "inconstant", were classed

under the heading of "phijlosophical" relations, of which he said there were s'even

in number. He divided th~se seven into two classes, one of which'contained four

of these seven "philosop'hu.cal" relations; and these four he termed rtconstantl1

or "invariable" or "unalt1erable", since they 'depend entirely on the ideas, which

we compare together' (T.69). The other of the two classes was made up of the

remaining three relations~ These relat:lons were l1inconstant" or V1variable" since,
they were 'such as may be changed without any change in the ideas' (ibid).

In the First Enqutry, HUUje says: 'All the objects of human reason or
!

enquiry may n.atural.Ly be divided 'into two kinds, •••Relations of Ideas, and Matters
I

,
of Fact. Of the first kind are ~he sciences of Geometry, Algebra, ,and Arithmetic;

and in short, every affirmation which is either intuitively or demonstratively

certain. That the square, of the h;y:e.0thenuse is equal to the square of the two sides,

is a proposition which ex]>resses a relation bet\rleen these figures .. ' That three times

five is equal to the h~~f ,.!!f thirt;y, expr~sses a relation between these numbers.

Propositions of this kind are discoverable by the mere operation of thought, without

dependence on what is anywhere existent in the universe. Though there never were

a circle or triangle in nature, the truths demonstrated by Euclid would for ever

retain theil' certainty andJ. evidence' (E.20).1

lAll references tdl the First Enquir;y are to the section numbers in the
Selby-Bigge edition; referred to as E with the Gection number following.
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,

Concerning Matter~ of Fact, he says: '(they) are not ascertained in the

same manner; nor is our e\l'idence of their truth, ••• of a like nature with the

foregoing. The co.ntrary d>f every matter of fact is still possible; because it

can never imply a contradiction, and is conceive~ by the mind with the same

facility and distinctness, as if ever so conformable to reality. That the sun

will not rise to-morrow i~ no less intelligible a proposition, and implies no more

contradiction than the affirmation, that it will rise. We sho~ld in vain••• attempt

to demonstrate its falseh~od. Were it demonstratively false, it would imply a

contradiction, and could never be distinctly conceived by the mind' (E.2lL

Before proceeding to discuss this division in the First Enquiry, it is'

to be noted, that there i:p no mention made of the term "philosophical" relation,

nor is there any list of these relations given; and thus no division of the seven

philosophical relations .iiltO two classes, of four and three members respectively •

. Nor is there any mention of the distinction, (which is at the basis of the division

into two classes (in the 'freatise)) between those relation which are "constant."

and those which are lIincollstantll. Nor is there any mention here of what· I termed

the "direct inspection" criterion. Concerning geometry, no reference is made to

the point on which he insisted in the Jreatise that it· lacks 'perfect precision

and exactness'j but

debar it from being

,

this defect, Jhich was noted in the Treatise, did not, however,
I
I

class~d under the heading of certainty. or knowledge, this

certainty being either intuitive '.or demonstrative, the latter consisting in a
\

chain of intuitions. As flume stated in the Treatise (T.45): 'vlhen geometry decides

anything concerning the p~oportions of quantity, we ought not to look for the

utmost precision and exactness. None of its proofs extend so far. It takes the

dimensions and proportionp of figures justly; but roughly, and with so~e liberty.

Its errors are never cons~derable; nor would it err at all, did it not aspire
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to such an absolute per'fection'. Nevertheless, geometrical propositions in

the Treatise, are still! intuitive, since the relation,involved is constant.

I. now want to discuss this division in the Enquiry in more detail.

The two classe~ in the Enqui£l are now termed Relations of Ideas

and Matters of Fact. Irl the Treatise~, when he first introduced the division

.between what he termed knowledge and Erobabili ty (in Sections 1 and 2'
I

respectively, of Part 3 of Book 1) he spoke of those relations which 'depend

entirely on the ideas' I(such relations being constant or invariable); and

those relations which'may be changed without any change in the ideas' (such

relations being inconstrant or variable).

Towards the end of Book 2 (T'.413), he speaks of'the abstract relations

of our ideas' and 'those relations of objects, of which experience only gives

us information': 'The '4nderstanding exerts itself after two different ways,

as it judges from demol1.stration or probability; as it regards the abstract

relations of our ideas" or those relations of objects, of which experience

only gives us informatiion'. At the beginning of Book 3, Section 1 (T.458),

the expressions 'the real relations of ideas' and 'real existence and matter

of fact' are employed. In the same section (T.463), he writes :'the operations

of human understanding divide themselves into two kinds, the comparing of

ideas, and the inferri~g of matter of fact'. And there specific mention is

mQd~ of the four relatiions listed in Book 1. At T.466, he says that 'Reason

or science is nothing but the comparing of ideas, and the discovery of their

relations' •

'fhe expressions 'Relatjjons of 'Ideas' and 'matters of fact' are thus quite

common, especially in Eook 3.
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What is of note is that when we turn to the division in the Enquiry,

all reference to constant and inconst.ant relations has b0Em dropped. lIe now

merely speaks of relations of ideas. Under the heaqing~ Relations of Idens,

he lists the 'sciences of Geometry, Algebra, and Arithmetic' (Italics mine)

and 'every affirmation which is either intuitively or demonstratively certain'.

With respect to geometry, I will, for the present, merely note ·that in the

Treatise (Section 1 of Part3), he had referred to it as an 'art', reserving

the title of 'science' to algebra and arithmetic. The status of geometry will

be dealt with subsequently.

Since no list here has been given corresponding to the list of four

relations in the Treatise, Hume's assertion that under the heading of Relations

of Ideas is to be included 'every affirmation which is either intuitively or

demonstratively certain', is, apart from mathematics, somewhat vague. What
,

relations, apart ·from those of proportion in quantity and number, are to be

included under this heaqing? It may be, of course,. that the reference to "

resemblance, contrariet~, and degrees in quality is implied when he speaks of
1

'every affirmation which is ••• intuitively ••• certain'. In the Treatise,

these relations fell 'mare properly under the province of intuition than

demonstration' (T.70). But, since no list of these relations is here given,

it is quite unclear whether the reference is to the three above-mentioned

relations. In the last section but one of the Enquiry (E.131), he writes:

'It seems to me, that the only ~bjects of the abstract science or of
!

I This seems to be N. Kerr:.!? Smith's view, in his paper The Naturalisr:1 of
Hume (Mind. N.S. Vol. 14" 1905), since he collates the First Enguiry (E.20, 30)
with the ~reatise (Section 1, of Part 3, of Book 1).
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demonstration are quantity and number, and that all a.ttempts to extend this

more perfect species of knowledge be;)'ond these bounds are mere sophistry

and illusion.... the scieIilces of quantity and number •••may safely, I think,

be pronounced the only proper objects of knowledge and demonstration'~

He continues in the fincH section: 'All other enquiries of men regard only

matter of fact and existence'. And in the final paragraph, he concludes

that all 'but 'abstract reasoning concerning quantity and number' and

'experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence' is 'nothing

but sophistry and illusion'. It would seem, then, that proportion in

quantity and number are the only relations which he will allow under the

heading Relations of Ideas.

It may be said that here (E.'131) he is speaking merely of 'theobjects

of demonstration', and~ince in the 1~reatise, proportion in quantity and'

number, for the most patt, came under the province of demonstration,. the

question remains' open wfuetherthe three above-mentioned' relations would come

under the heading of 'affirmations which are intuitively certain' mentioned

at E.20.

Now, although tme three (elations which, in the 'l,'reatise , fell

'under the province of intuition', are not mentioned in the ~nquiry, he does

speak of affirmations wmich are\intuitively certain; but, since.he has given

no examples, it is unclear what~ of propositions, he would regard as

'intuitively certain'. At. E.29, he speaks of the connexion between two

propositions, under examination, as not being 'intuitive', since 'there is

required a medium, which. may enable the mind to draw such an inference'.

Upon what ground a prop0sition is intuitively certain in the Enquirx is not
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explicit. There is no reference to the principle of direct inspection; ,

which principle or criterion, in the Treatise , had its basis in the constancy

of the relation holding between the two terms of the proposition. But since the

distinction between constant and inconstant relation's is omitted in the Enquiry,

it ,is uncear Whether or not it is on that criterion that a proposition is

'intuitively certain'.'

It would seem, however, that his general practice is to sink intuitive

propositions under the general heading of 'demonstrative reasoning'. At E.30,

he writes: 'All reasonings may be divided into two kinds, namely, demonstrative

reasoning, or that concerning relations of ideas, and moral reasoning, or that

concerning matter of fact and existence'. In Book 3 of the :rreatise, he refers

t?,the four rel~~io~s which make up Class I, as 'demonstrable relations' (T.464);

even al thoueh three of these in Book '1, came under 'the province of in tuition' •

And at E.131, he uses the term 'knowledge' and 'demonstration' equivalently;

and in the Treatise, the term 'knowledge' or 'certainty' was used in the sense

of 'intuitive' or 'demon~trative' certainty'.

In the Enquiry, a. 'demonstrative' proposition is one which 'implies no

contradiction' (E.30); 'whatever is'intelligible, and can be distinctly conceived,

implies no contradiction' (ibid). The criterion or test of a demonstrative

proposition is that ,its 'negation' (E.132) is inconceivable: 'Every (demonstrative)

proposition, which is not true,is ••• confused and unintelligible. That the
i
I

cube root of 64 i~ equal to the ihalf of 10, is a false proposition, and can
,

never be dlstinctly 'conceived' (~). (In the Ireatise, the conceivability
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;'
i,

criterion was not emplojyed by Hume , with reference to those propositions

which make up ClasG I). A 'dem'onstrative' propoGition is one the 'nee;ation'

of which is inconceivab~e, he maintains. A proposition, on the other hand,

which asserts a matter pI fact, is one the negation of which is conceivable •

.The terms "inconceivable" and "impossible",. he us~s as the equivalent of each

other, and by "impossiba.e'~ he means 'implies a contradiction'. Thus a

proposition which is in~onceivable, is one which implies a contradiction (in

the ideas) (Vide.E. 21,;0,132). The assumption being, it would seem, that the

mind is not capable of conceiving a contradiction. This assumption itself·

is worthy of examination. I canno~, however, in this paper, enter into that

rna tter.
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This leads to the question, Upon what ground is a proposition 'conceivable'

or 'inconceivable'? We are faced with this problem not only in the Enquiry, but

in the Treatise too •• For, if in the ~:reatise, Hume does not employ this criterion

with the constant or inconstant relations as its basis, then the whole ground of the

"conceivability" cri teri<Dn is most unclear. And, in the Enquiry, all reference

to the constancy and inconstancy of relations has been omitted ..

I come now 'to the question, \~hat sort of propositions come under the

heading of Relations of )deas and Matters of Fact. Under the former appellation

belongs, Hume says, 'every affirmation which is either intuitively or demonstratively

certain'; under the latter, propositions, which are ~ intuitively or demonstratively

certain. To say that the former type of propositions are concerned merely with -

ideas, whereas the latter are not, is not very helpful; since, in Burne's te~minology,

all:are Itideas". Frequently, he refers to 'reasonings 'which 'are Ila priori' (E .. 23,

24, 25, 27, 36n,'60n,- 89n, 132, 132n.) and those which ~re expex;iential; or,

'demonstrative' or 'moral' ('probable') reasoning. Thus, propositions which embody

the former and the latter species of reasoning could be termed 'a priori' and

experiential propositions respect~vely. Once in the S~cunQ Enquiryl, he contrasts

the pairs, 'a priori' and 'a posterior~' (E.188). Now, although all this is so,

it should be noted in what way these terms are being' used.. For Hume, an 'a priori' ,

proposition'is one which'is intuitively or demonstratively certain; an experiential

proposition is one which is not so. Upon what i?iround propositions are intuitively

II use this brief
of Morals. The reference
(cited p .. 1 ).

appellation to refer to 'An Enquiry concerning the Principle~

is to the section numbers in the Selby-,Bigge edition
I'

i
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or demonstratively certain or not, is extremely unclear, since all reference to

the constancy or inconstancy of the relation is here omitted. As I have shown,

it is on that ground alone, that the distinction in the Treatise between the two

types of propositions is made. If the Enqui~ is a mere abridgement of the earlier

work, is it to be supposecl that for a statement of the ground, reference has to be

made tohis fuller treatme:nt of the sUbject in the Treatise? I think not;' and for

this. reason: in the Enqui~y, although he speaks of 'affirmations' which are

intuitively certain (E.20L and of inferences not being 'intuitive' (E.29, 32),

in the case of the latter references, I! intuitive , , in the sense that one just sees

that B (say) follows from A, his general practice, in conformity with his assertion

(E.131) that 'the only proper objects of knowledge and demonstration' are

proportion in quantity and number, is to speak merely of demonstrative or~ priori'

propositions, the 'negations' of which propositions are 'inconceivable', and.

being inconceivable, they 'imply a contradiction'.

It is maintained by some·writers that Hume held the view that all a priori

propositions are 'empty' (,that 'is, 'analytic', that is, 'tautologous').. D. F. Pears1

did not merely confine this view to the Enquiry, but stated that such a view was

'the central contention of the first book of the Treatise.' With respect to the

Treatise,. I have shown thait such a view is not at all applicable. Is such a view

applicable to the Enquiry? The answering of this question involves a discussion of

Hume's treatment of mathematics, since it is his view (E.13l) that proportion in

IVide. p .. 1, for the

. ---------~_._----._~----,-.....,.,..,--~--
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quantity and number are 't1he only proper objects of knowledge and demonstration'~

In other words, he restriclts the field. of the a p:;.'iori to m?thematics~ And,

what he has said concerning mathematics 'in the Enquiry is indeed precious little~
I
(

His references to mathematics are/confined to the following section: E.20, 27, 48,

124, 124n, 125, 125n, 131~
,
\

At E.20, he writes!: '(Mathematical) proposi tions~ ~ .arediscoverable by the
. .

mere operation of thought, without dependence on .what is anywhere e-xistent in 'the

universe. Though there' never were a circle or triangle in nature, the truths

demonstrated by Euclid would for ever rl~tain their certainty and evidence'.' With

regard to geometry, contrasting what is here said with what he had maintained in

the Treatise, it can be se¢n there is no reference here to the lack of 'perfect

precision and exactness' involved in the 'ideas' with which geometry deals. Nor

is there any reference to the point on which he remarked in the Treatise (Section I .

of Part 3, T.72, 73) concevni~g the application of his fU~damental principle to

our reasonings in mathematics~

But, further on in'the Enquiry, his view regarding the 'ideas' in geometry

is identical with the statement of the matter at T.72, 73 (Treatis~)j at E. 48 he

writes: 'The great advantage of the mathematical sciences ••• consists in this,

that the ideas ...being sensible, are alw'ays clear and determinate, the smallest

distinction between them is immedi~tely perceptible •• ~An ovci.l is nev:er mistaken

for a circle, nor a hyperbo~a for an ellipsis ••• If any term be defined in' geometry,

the mind readily, of itself, substitutes, on all occasi~:ms, the definition for

the term defined: Or even when no definition is employed, the object itself may be

presented to the senses, and by that means be steadily and clearly apprehended.'

Again, at E.124, 124n, and 125, the position which he had maintained in

Part 2 of the Treatise, is !here taken up, concerning the infinite· divisibility of

.........._ ...... ............__....L'-=J....~.....-..="""'_)._(~'I'~·~-.:~--,-
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extension (and Of time or duration), and mathematical points' Concerning !the

paradoxical conclusions of geometry or the science of quantity' (E.125), he writes:

'It seems to me not impossible to avoid these absurdities and contradic~lons,

if it be admitted, that tmere is no such thing as abstract or general ideas,'properly

speaking; but that all general ideas are, in reality, particular ones, attached

to a general term, which tecalls,upon occasion, other particular ones, that

resemble, in certain circumstances, the idea, present to the mind••• lf this be

admitted••• it follows that all the ideas of quanti~y, upon which mathematicians

reason, are nothing but particular, and such as are suggested by the senses and

imagination, and consequelHly, cannot be infinitely divisible ••• ' (footnote, ~) ..

And at E.27, he remarks on the use of geo~etry to assist in the applications

of the laws of natural philosophy, 'by giving us the Just dimensions of all the
, /

parts and figures which can enter(into any species of machine; but ••• the discovery

of the law itself is owing merely to experience .... '.

And finally (E.131), he distinguishes between a mathematical proposition

and one in which it is merely a matter of defining the terms of which it is composed,

to be convinced of its truth. 'That the square of the hypothenuse is equ;al to the

squares of the 'other two Eiides, cannot be known, let the terms be ever so exactly

defined, without a train of reasoning and enquiry. But to convince us of this

proposition, that where there is no EroEer~~, there can be no injustice,l it is

only necessary to define the terms, and explain injustice to be a violation of

property. This proposition is, indeed, nothing but a more imperfect definition.

IVide. Locke, ESSEly:, Book IV, G.3 9 Section 18 ft
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It is the· same cas.e with all those pretended syllogistical reasonings, .which

may be. found in every other branch of learning, except the sciences of quantity

and number; and these may safely~ (. be pronounced the only proper objects of knowledge

and demonstration.'. /
These~ then, being all tJ:le referenCes to mathematics, it can be seen that,

apart from the statement at S.B.20, Hume's view of geometry, is, in substance,

that of the Treatise. It is also clear that he does not regard geometrical

propositions as a mere matter of definitions (E.131); nor are arithmetical and

algebraic propositions so regarded by him, since his remarlcs there concern not

merely geometry, but 'the sciences of quantity and number' (~. Italics mine) ..

His statement at E.20, is in direct opposition to the subsequent re'ferences to

geometry in the Enquiry, and in light of the other references, I just do not

know what to make of that statement. Would this isolated statement be evidence

sufficient that Sume regarded geometrical poposi tions as -.' analytic' or 'empty'

or 'tautologous'? As was.noted above (p .. 6), Hume employs the terms I 'a priori'

reasoning and 'demonstrative' reasoning synonymously. ID. F. Pears is of the

opinion that, for Hume, all a priori propositions are 'empty', that is, 'analyt"ic',

a view which he ascribed both to the Treatise and the Enquiry; with respect to
--'- ----

the latter he referred the reader to E.20. But, first, we must see in what way

the terms "analytic", "empty" and "tautologous" are being used by those ...rho use

them. Pears ment.ions Ayer (vide p. 35 ) where I quoted Pears' words). A. J.

2Ayer (p.31) writes: 'Like Hume, I divide all genuine propositions into two classes:

IVide. P .. 1

2
Lan~uage, Truth and Logic. New York: Dover Publications, Inc., (2nd

edition, 194 ).
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those Which, in his terminology, concern 'relations of ideas', and those which

concern .'matters of fact'. The former class comprises the a priori propositions

of logic and pure mathematics, and these: I allow to be necessary and certain only

because they are analytic._That is, I maintai~ the,t the reason why these

propositions cannot be confuted in experience is that they do not make any assertion

about the empirical world~but simply record our determination to use symbols

. in a certain fashion". (Italics mine). It is not completely clear 'to me in this

passage whether Ayer is asc,ribing his view to Hume. In a later passage (p,,150),

however, he quotes E.30: 'It implies no contradiction that the course of nature

may change, and that an object, seemingly like those which we have experienced,

may be attended with different or contrary effect~••• whatever is intelligible,

and can be distinctly conceti.ved,implies no contradiction, and can never be proved

I
false by any demonstrative ~rgument or ~bstract reasoning a priori', and comments:

I
'Here Hume is supporting our contention that ••• propositions which cannot be denied

wi thout self-contradiction are an~llytic'.. In his introduction to Logical Positivism

, I
(p.IO) , Ayer writes: 'Like' (Hume), (logical positivists) divided significant

propositions'into two classes; formal propositions, like those of'log~c or pure

mathematics, which they hel~ to be tautologicaL •• and factual propositions, of which

it was required that they shOUld be emprically verifiable'. Ayer explains the'

us'e of 'tautological' thus: 'a statement (which) agrees with every truth distribution •••

it is true in any circumstance ,whatsoever I (p.ll) and further remarks that the point

about tautologies is that they do not 'say anything about the world' (p.12)~

l!£gical Positivism. Edit. by A. J. Ayer. The FrCH) Press, Glencoe~, 1959.



From these passages, it can be seen that the terms 'ana]ytic' and 'tautological'

are being used synonymously by Ayer: analytic or tautological propositions 'do

not make any assertion about the empirical world' ••• they do not 'say anything

-
about the world'; furthermore, they 'cannot be denied without self-contradiction'.

Hume's statement at E.20 may lend support to the view that mathematical

propositions do not'say anything about the world', since Hume there writes:

'Propositions of this kina are discoverable by the mere opera,tion of thought, without"

dependence on what is anywhere existent in the universe. Though there never were

a circle or triangle in nature, the truths demonstrated by Euclid would for ever

retain their certainty and evidence.' But it is this very statement which. is at

variance with his other statements in the Enquiry about geometry.

An analytic proposition is also one 'which cannot be denied without self-

contradiction' but in the passage quoted by" Ayer, Hume merely says: ' •••whatever

-is intelligible, and can be distincly conceived, lmplies,no contradiction ••• ' (E.30)

or whatever is 'unintelligible ••• can never be distinctly conceived" (E.l32).

Hume nowhere says that the 'negations' (his word) of mathematical propositions are

self-contradictory. All that he says is Ithat the cube root of 64 is equal to the

half of 10, is a false proposition, and can never be distinctly conceived'.

N. Kemp Smith, in his paper The Naturalism of Hume,l uses the term "analytic ii

to describe propositions the opposite of which is impossible to conceive (pp.156,

157), and in that sense, mathematical pJropositions in the Equiry may be termed

"analytic'I."
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Remarking on 'the.two very distinct meanings which he (Hume) ascribes

to the term "reason",', hE$ quotes the l~irst Enquiry (E630): "All reasonings may

be divided into two kinds, namely, demonstrative reasoning, 'or that concerning

relations of ideas, and moral reasoning, or that concerning matter of fact and

eristence lll • He 'continues~ 'The first kind of reasoning is analytic. Since the

relations discovered are involved in the ideas compared,> being such as cannot be

changed without change in the ideas, their truth is guaranteed by the law of

non-contradiction. The relations thus revealed are those of resemblance, contrariety~

degrees in quality, and pJroportion in quantity or 'number; and as the mathematical

sciences/of geometry, algebra and arithmetic, involve only such relations, they

are rendered possible by such discursive analytical thinking. "That three times

five is equal to the half lof thirt~, e~~resses a relation between these numbers.

Propositions of this kind are discoverable by the mere operation of thought, without

dependence on what is anyWhere existent in the universe. Though there never were

a circle or triangle in n8iture, the.truths demonstrated'by Euclid would for ever

retain their certainty and evidence'" (~ Enguiry, E.20). Kemp, Smith continues:

'This logical necessity, which consists in the impossibility of 'conceiVing the

opposite, is the sole form of rati?nal necessity'known to us, and it supplies a

standard in the light of ~hich we are enabled to detect its complete absence from

all our knowledge of mattelrs of fact.'

But, for Hume, mathematical propositions are not analytic in Kant's sense

of that term, as I will sbiow~ Kant defines an III analytic judgment' thus (p.48)1

lcritigue of Pure ~eason, trans. bJ N. Kemp Smith. (Edition cited).
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1 .... the predicate B belongs to the subject A, as something which is (covertly)

contained in this concept A••• (such a judgment) can also be.entitled explicative,

(since it adds) nothing through the predicate to the concept of the subject,

but merely (breaks) it up intothose constituent concepts that have all along been

thought in it, although confusedly••• '; and such a judgment 'rest(s) on the

principle of contradiction' (p.54t)J

For Hume, at E.13l, contrasts the propositions, the square of the. h;ypothenuse

is equal to the squares of, the other two sides and where there is no property, there

can be no i~ustic~, remar~ing that the former 'cannot be known, let the terms be

ever so exactly defined, without a train of reasoning and enqdry', whereas in the
. .

case of the latter, 'it is only necessary to define the terms, and explain injustice

to be a violation of properrty' to be convinced of it. Are mathematical'propositions,

then, for Hume in the Enqu~ry, in Kant's terminology "synthetic a priori"? Such

a view, I maintained, . was rruled out, in so far as the Treatise, was concerned,.

for the reason that there was no third possibility for the relation/holding between

the two terms of the proposition, it was either "constant" or "inconstant". In

the Enquiry, however, the distinction between "constantU and "inconstantU relations

has been omitted. Does this omission, then, leave open the possibility that
/

I

mathematical propositions a.re "synthetic a priori" in the Enquiry?
I
I

Bu~, first, let us see what Kant means by such a judgment or proposition.

A "synthetic judgment" is ane whex:e 'the predicate B' 'lies outside the concept A,

.although it does indeed stand in connection with it ••• (such a judgment may be

termed) ampliative (because it) add(s) to the concept of the subject a predicate

which has not been in any wise 'thought in it, and which no analysis could possibly

extract from it.' (p.48)1. ThUS, the proposition 'the straight line between two

1
~. cit.
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points is the shortest u (the example also used by Burne (T .. 49 , 50) to show

that such a propositiori·is not a tautology) 'is a synthetic proposition. Forq

my concept of straight contains nothing of quantity, but: only of quality.· The

concept of the shortest is wholly an addition, and cannot be derived, through

any process of analysis, from the concept of the straight line. f (p.53)1. It

is also 'a priori' : • •••mathematical propositions, strictly so called, are

always judgments·a priori, not empirical, because they carry with them necessity,

which cannot be derived from experience ' When Kant says (discussing the

proposition 7 + 5 = 12) 'the concept of 12 is by no means already thought in merely

thinking this union of 7 and 5; and I may analyse my concept of such a possible

sum as long as I please, still I shall never find the 12 in it. We have to go

outsid~ these concepts, and call in the aid of intuition which corresponds to one
. .

of them, our five fingers, for instance, or.~.five points, adding to the concept

of 7, unit by unit, the fiv:e given in intuition••• (and) with the aid of the hand
. .

see the number 12 come into being.' (p.53)3; and when Bume says (E.131): 'That

the square of the hypothen~se is equal to the squares of the other two sides, cannot

be known, let the terms be ever sO exactly defined, without a train of reasoning

and enqUiry', it may be thought. that, were he acquainted with Kant·s terminology,

such a proposition he would! have termed "s:lrnthetic a priori It •.

Such a view, in so Jar as the Treatise was concerned Was straightaway

ruled out, for the reason that such a proposition would be one where the relation

1
cit"2£.

2
cit.£E.

32£_ cit.
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is both Itinconstantlt and "constantlt at the same time; or, to state it in another

way, the proposition would be both intuitive and not-intuitive at the same time.

Now, since the division in the First Enquir;y is not made on the ba.sis of the

constancy and inconstancy of the relations, but solely on the basis of the conceiva

bilit;j criterion, it might seem that Pap's viewl that 'Hume's imaginability

criterion of necessity leaves it at least an open question whether a given

proposition may not be both synthetic and necessary' (p.79), and that tHume's

proof of the contingency of p (where p is a proposition) is a ~titio principii'

(p.77)2, although ruled out by me, in so far as the Treatise was concerned, is

now applicable to the First Enquiry. This question, then, has to be investigated.

First, this will be said. The distinction in the Enquiry, (as in the Treatise)

is, on the face of,it, a distinction between propositions which are "a prioriu

(or, necessary) and those ,which 'are '~a posteriori" (or, contingent)., And as A•

. Flew' remarks (p,,64)3 'in hiis notice of :Reichenbach,l' s contention that Hume"! arrives

at the result that all kndwledge is either analytic or derived from'experience ... /l'
/'

'If analytic and ~nthetic. are to, be employed ..... as mere synonyms for necessary
I
I

and contingent, or for a priori and a posteriori. •• ln suchan usage to speak

of a synthetic a priori would ind~ed be obviously contradictory.' Flew continues

(ibid): 'But if the words are not used simply in this uneconomical way it may

be more doubtful whethe,r it is really correct to attribute' to Uume the view that

mathematics contains no sy;nthetic elements .. ' .. That is, 'synthetic' in Kant's

IVide. p. 33

2.Q:e. .. cit.

3Hume's Philosophy! of Belief: A StUd;¥: of his First_'En.9,uir;z'. London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 19161.



sense, Flew means, (He cites E.l3l) .. 1

R. F. Atkinson2 , discussing Hume's view of mathematics in the Enquirl

wri tes: I It appears to me' that the treatment of mathematics in the Enquiry .

is simply a shortened and simplified version of that in the Treatise.' (p.l33);

and Atkinson's view of mathematical propositions in the Treatise was that such

propositions are not analytic, but that they may be synthetic a priori. I discussed

this view of Atkinson's, in connection with the Treatise, and ·if Hume's view

in the Enquiry is a 'shortiened' and' simplified' version of that in the Treatise',

then, my remarks concerning Atkinson's view in that earlier work, apply, according

to Atkinson's view of the two works, likewise to the Enquiry. But, such a view

on the part of Atkinson, implies that, for Hume in the Enquiry, the base on which

the distinction between Relations of Ideas and Matters of Fact rests, is the

constant/inconstant relations base. Yet Hume nowhere mentions thi.s base. He,

in sO far as his words go, has abandoned it, in the Enquiry. The base in the

latter work now, on which iJ.he distincti on rests is the conceivabili ty: principle

or criterion. And if that criterion is bound up. with the constant/inconstant

relations base, then, there Can be no such things as slnthetic a priori propositions.

But, if theconceivabilit;y principle is in no way connected with that base, then,

perhaps there ~ be, for Hume in the Enquir;y, such propositions~ this conceivabilit;y

criterion, then, has to be investigated.

First, I will restate in what 'vlay the conceivability criterion would

IVide. p.75 where the referencle is quoted by me"
/

2Article cited by me (p. 45 )~.. I
/
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So, I contend, that there can be, on Hume's view, no such things as synthetic

~ priori propositions either on the constant/inconstant relations base or on

the conceivability base, devoid of the constant/inconstant relations base.
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